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Abstract:  

The study examines the role of different types of value of the material in 

selecting documents for digitization at Swedish humanities special libraries. 

The main goals of the study were to find out, which types of value are most 

and least important in the selection process at these libraries, to aid on the 

identification of general tendencies in attributing values to analogue material 

for digitization and to provide an overall depiction of significance of different 

value types for the digitization at the humanities special libraries in Sweden. 

The two research questions of the study are: 1) Which aspects of value of the 

material are most important for the Swedish humanities special libraries in 

their decisions for selecting documents for digitization? and 2) Is there any 

agreement about the concept of value of the material for digitization among 

these special libraries? 

The empirical data has been gathered by means of an extensive self-completion 

questionnaire which was constructed on the basis of the analysis of previous 

research literature on selection of material for digitization. The analysis of the 

findings demonstrates that the intrinsic (intellectual content) value types and 

use value types are the most important ones for the Swedish humanities special 

libraries in selecting documents for digitization. Even though the respondent 

libraries appear to be in accordance in perceiving and assessing significance of 

many value categories, several of them generate discrepancies and confusion 

within the informant library group. Therefore, there isn't any general agreement 

about the concept of value of the material for digitization among the 

respondent libraries.  

Keywords: value, significance, criterion, selection, digitization, 

humanities, libraries, Swedish 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Selection for digitization  

Over the past two decades, the technological advancements of digitization of 

analogue material have dramatically changed the landscape of the libraries' 

activities in a variety of terms and conditions - from the organizational issues 

of collection management and development, to the definition of the roles and 

responsibilities of the libraries and library professionals within both national 

and international communities (Xie & Matusiak, 2016). Evidently, digital 

resources hold immense appeal regarding both increased access and enhanced 

operational possibilities, particularly for the field of academic research. It 

therefore falls naturally that the general discourse among scholars and 

practitioners has longer been influenced by a notion of wholesale digitization 

of the existing printed collections (Hazen, Horrell, & Merrill-Oldham, 1998). 

This idea has been defined as "all-selective optimism" by Ooghe and Moreels 

(2009, p. 2) who explain the popularity of this concept by several factors, such 

as the declining expenditures of digitization, as well as the reassessment of the 

traditional views on the cultural valuation of the heritage materials and the role 

of the libraries and other memory institutions as "keepers of knowledge in the 

digital world" (ibid.). Nevertheless, quite a few researchers (e.g. Chowdhury & 

Chowdhury, 2003; De Stefano, 2001; Gertz, 2013) have been presenting strong 

arguments against the 'digitize-everything' approach, emphasizing the  

significance of the selection of documents for digitization in terms of both 

access and preservation - the two factors identified as major rationales for the 

digitization of the analogue material (e.g. Chowdhury & Chowdhury, 2003; 

Smith, 2001; Xie & Matusiak, 2016). Most of the libraries and other cultural 

institutions have been practicing critical digitization of the collections that, 

unlike mass digitization, presupposes careful professional scrutiny of the items 

and collections for the digitization, in terms of both intellectual and physical 

qualities (Dahlström, 2009, 2011). The critical digitization approach also 

includes the assessment of possible technical solutions for creating electronic 

resources. These factors allow the libraries and other memory institutions to 

create a platform for high quality and stability of the access to and maintenance 

of the digital collections. Besides, the circumstances of the reality require that 

the cultural institutions are able "to face the financial and logistic impact of 

digitizing their existing collections and of keeping these digital collections 

accessible" (Ooghe & Moreels, 2009, p. 3). The selection of the material for 

digitization prevents an impending problem of overabundance of the digitized 

data, which most certainly would result in overall unfeasibility of access and 

sustainment (ibid.). Altogether, the above-mentioned arguments pleading for 

the selective approach of the material for digitization appear to build a very 

strong case, and the selective approach is considered a natural necessity for 

most of the libraries and other memory institutions. As long as the hard choices 

of selecting some items or collections and discriminating others need to be 

made, the selection criteria undoubtedly acquire a particularly important role in 

the process of digitization. 

 

The selection criteria of the analogue material for digitization proves therefore 

to be one of the fundamental issues for building sound and solid digital library 

collections, and it should be one of the most important undertakings of the 
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libraries that digitize their material (Chowdhury & Chowdhury, 2003). There 

exists extensive research literature on the subject, which establishes the critical 

importance of the selection process of the material for digital conversion. 

During recent years, much of the research has been focusing on the practical 

aspects of the selection criteria for digitization, by means of studying and 

developing guidelines for selecting the collection material for digitizing, 

implementable at the academic libraries. For example, Rawenwood et.al (2012) 

provide a wide-ranging list of the criteria suggested for digitization by the 

scholars who have performed studies on the issue at the academic libraries and 

other similar cultural institutions. Also, several independent institutions, such 

as universities and larger national libraries have produced the selection guiding 

principles of their own. Those are centered primarily around the specific needs 

of the parent institutions and their patrons, quite naturally. However, it 

becomes apparent that there exist several essential criteria which all the 

steering principles seem to be in concurrence about (Rawenwood et.al, 2012). 

Evidently, one can recognize a core of the selection criteria for digitization, 

that is identified as of particular importance to be taken into account by the 

institutions that wish to digitize their material.  

 

One of such core elements mentioned above is the notion of value of the 

material, that clearly dominates both the theoretical discourse on selection 

criteria for digitization, and the practical guidelines suggested to be considered 

when digitizing (ibid.). Nonetheless, the concept of value of the material as a 

selection criterion proves to be rather elusive when it comes to interpretation of 

it into more practical terms applicable for digitization (Rawenwood et.al, 

2012). Presumably, the subtle nature of the notion of value can be one of the 

reasons behind the situation that the concept of value as a selection criterion is 

under-examined in the existing research literature. Together with other factors 

influencing the selection criteria, the concept of value requires to be identified 

and investigated further and explained deeper (ibid.). The present study seeks, 

among other goals, to contribute to the research work on the value concept as a 

selection criterion for digitization at the memory institutions. The investigation 

has been conducted among humanities special libraries in Sweden, 

'humanistiska specialbibliotek' in Swedish. These libraries constitute a 

particular group of the Swedish library community, that comprises a substantial 

variety of smaller and medium-size memory institutions with different 

digitization experience. Similar to the notion of value as a selection criterion, 

both traditional activities and digitization at the humanities special libraries 

have received somewhat moderate attention of the scholars so far, which makes 

this library group to be especially useful and interesting to investigate in terms 

of selecting material for digitization.            

1.2 Humanities special libraries in Sweden 

The Swedish National Library survey report regarding humanities special 

libraries in Sweden, written by Kerstin Assarsson-Rizzi (2010) describes 

special libraries as a distinctively specific cluster of their own within the library 

system, but also as a patchy one as a group itself. Due to their substantial 

collections of the printed material belonging primarily to the humanities and 

classical scholarship subjects (such as languages, literature and history), the 

humanities special libraries form an explicit subgroup of their own in this 

cluster. These libraries are officially considered to be a part of the research 
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library division, although they are commonly affiliated to either cultural 

institutions, such as museums and archives, or other organizations varying 

from governmental bodies and municipalities to religious communities. The 

differences between the parent institutions in terms of size, structure and 

operations cause a big variety of the organization and activities of the 

humanities special libraries. Also, the collections of the humanities special 

libraries differ largely in quantity and nature, and they contain printed material, 

artwork and collectible items of great diversity. It is, however, common for 

these libraries, that a considerably small number of the library professionals 

take care of, administer and supervise rather large collections (Assarsson-Rizzi, 

2010).  

 

In contrast to the national libraries and the academic libraries, the position of 

the humanities special libraries within the Swedish library system is rather 

vague (ibid.). Being research libraries by origin and nature, most of them are 

nonetheless set outside the universities and similar academic institutions, which 

caused many difficulties for them to make the collections visible and accessible 

for the broader research community; whilst Assarsson Rizzi (2010) emphasizes 

particularly that in many humanities special libraries the collections are 

processed, indexed and catalogued on a more detailed and profound level than 

those at the university libraries. Furthermore, her report makes it evident that 

almost all the humanities special libraries lack a clear mission and goals 

representative for the research libraries, such as providing access to the 

scientific research literature for both scholars and students. This often creates a 

situation when the interests of the executives at the parent institutions become 

decisive factors for the development of the collections of the libraries as well 

as for organization of their routine activities (Assarsson Rizzi, 2010). 

 

As mentioned before, Assarsson Rizzi (2010) witnesses several differences 

regarding organizational, financial and working situation between the special 

libraries within their own group. Concerning the issue of resources at disposal 

and subsequent level of access to the collections, the special libraries whose 

collection material belongs primarily to the humanities and classical 

scholarship subjects have been constantly in inferior position towards the 

special libraries with the collections of sciences and social sciences character 

(ibid). Similar, digitizing the printed material usually has taken a relatively 

small place in the activities of the humanities special libraries, which clearly 

has been compounding the issue of enhancing access to and visibility of these 

library collections. In Assarsson Rizzi's report, 18 out of 31 libraries state that 

some parts of the collection material have been digitized. However, the author 

seems to be rather optimistic about this number, declaring that "it shows good 

awareness of the value of the collections and the technical possibilities" (p. 18). 

She states further that there appears to be a growing knowledge and 

understanding of the necessity and the significance of digitization at the 

humanities libraries. 

1.3 Digitization at the humanities special libraries  

According to Assarsson Rizzi (2010), the experience and practices of 

digitization vary a lot between the humanities special libraries. As mentioned 

previously, 18 out of 31 humanities special libraries, or 58,1% indicate that 

they have digitized some of the collection material. Nonetheless, it is difficult 
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to build a more or less comprehensive picture of the digitization process at 

these libraries, since the corresponding questions of the survey do not specify 

the nature or the quantity of the digitized material. What the report makes fairly 

clear, though, is a general frustration about a lack of resources for digitization 

in terms of both material and human ones, expressed by the libraries which 

emphasize a gap between their intentions and needs to digitize, and the 

resources to dispose and invest in it. 

The state of matters described above is being indirectly confirmed in some 

other studies available on the issue of digitization at the humanities special 

libraries. For example, Letalick Rinaldi (2012) who investigated the 

digitization activities at five Swedish diocesan libraries, identifies the 

economical and personnel resources to be among the most problematic areas 

these libraries have to enter when carrying out the digitization work. In absence 

of regular budget for digitization at these special libraries, financing from the 

external sources becomes preponderant for the implementation of the 

digitization projects, and it appears that the libraries experience a lot of 

difficulties in getting funds for them from potential donor organizations, both 

independent and those affiliated to administrative structures (Letalick Rinaldi, 

2012). The dependency on external financing and its negative impact on the 

digitization at the humanities special libraries is also witnessed in Fryklund's 

(2014) study of the difficulties and opportunities for the digitization at special 

libraries and other minor cultural institutions.  

Alongside the financial issues, a lack of skilled personnel with fitting 

competence is recognized as one of the major digitization problems at the 

humanities special libraries. Both Letalick Rinaldi (2012) and Fryklund (2014) 

state in their respective studies that the special libraries are challenged by both 

an increasing user demand for digitized material and growing complexity of 

the digitization as a job task to perform, that requires versatile skills and 

knowledge in many different areas of expertise. This causes a particularly 

tough situation for the initially understaffed humanities special libraries, 

creating a frustrating conflict between the actual digitization needs and the 

shortage or even absence of human expertise necessary for completing the 

digitization task.  

All in all, Assarsson Rizzi's (2010) conclusion about an overall good awareness 

of the necessity and the significance of digitization at the humanities special 

libraries is being supported by both Letalick Rinaldi (2012) and Fryklund 

(2014). At the same time, it is also clearly expressed in those studies that the 

numerous problematic issues concerning the shortage of diverse resources for 

the digitization at these libraries collide with both actual users' needs for 

digitized material and the libraries' own ambitions and intentions to digitize. It 

is thus reasonable to expect that in these strenuous circumstances the matter of 

selection and selection criteria for digitization becomes critical at these 

libraries. Finding adequate answers to the questions 'What?' and 'What not?' to 

digitize apparently becomes an essential concern for the humanities special 

libraries while planning and carrying out digitization projects. 
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1.4 Problem formulation  

The studies available on the Swedish humanities special libraries, draw a 

general picture of the cultural institutions in a precarious situation. These 

libraries, during a very long period of time have accumulated substantial 

printed material of genuine historical and cultural significance, often of unique 

character (Assarsson Rizzi, 2010). The collections of these libraries are 

frequently well catalogued and documented and represent an important source 

for the research in the field of the humanities and classical scholarship, both 

nationally and internationally. However, the special libraries have obviously 

been struggling with providing visibility of and accessibility to their 

collections, the two issues most essential for the academic community. Many 

of the libraries have been digitizing or have digitized parts of their collections, 

which is very significant in terms of enhancing accessibility to the material. 

Although, the deficiency of resources, both human and material, obstructs 

purposeful planning of the collection development, making a negative impact 

on the systematic work with the digitization of collection items (Letalick 

Rinaldi, 2012; Fryklund, 2014). Evidently, the Swedish humanities special 

libraries, that carry out critical and not mass digitization due to their nature 

(Fryklund, 2014), have to confront all the challenges related to this meticulous 

time- and resource -consuming process which is based on careful and 

purposeful selection of the material.     

 

Considering the fundamental role of defining selection criteria in the 

digitization process, the major importance of the digital conversion of the 

humanities special libraries' collections for the academic community, as well as 

the shortage in both strategies and resources for digitization at these libraries, 

there is a need to examine their selection priorities in terms of choosing the 

collection material for digitization. As the different aspects of value of the 

material are fundamental for the selection criteria for digitization, to investigate 

and clarify which values weigh more and which less in the selection process 

becomes rather important for the humanities special libraries. Under the 

unsteady working and organizational circumstances, as many of these libraries 

find themselves in, the decisions made on defining and ascribing value to the 

material as a criterion to be selected for digitization, can be conclusive for the 

matter of what is gained and what is lost for the humanities and classical 

scholarship research in terms of accessibility to and visibility of the documents 

in the libraries' collections. 

1.5 Research questions 

Based on the research problems identified and described above, two research 

questions have been formulated for the present study. The two questions that 

the study pursues to answer are: 

 

1) Which aspects of value of the material are most important for the Swedish 

humanities special libraries in their decisions for selecting documents for 

digitization? 

2) Is there a general agreement about the concept of value of the material for 

digitization among the Swedish humanities special libraries?     
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The study intends to answer the research question by analyzing empirical data 

gathered from the libraries - subjects of the study. The data collection will be 

performed by means of a survey questionnaire designed on the basis of the 

previous research on the concept of value as a selection criterion for 

digitization. 

1.6 Thesis goals and objectives 

The study will examine the role of different types of value of the material in 

selecting the collections for digitization at Swedish humanities special libraries. 

By doing so, the study aims to find out, which types of value play most and 

least influential part in selecting the material for digitization at these libraries. 

The research findings are anticipated to provide an overall depiction of 

significance of different value types for the digitization, and to aid on the 

identification of the general tendencies in attributing values to the analogue 

material for the digitization at the humanities libraries in Sweden.    

According to the investigation of the material found on the research subject, 

there is a shortage of the studies on the Swedish humanities special libraries in 

general, and the digitization of their collection material in particular. The 

research on the selection practices of the digitization at the humanities special 

libraries is sparse. Whereas the selection priorities made at larger, established 

academic or public libraries have received certain amount of attention (e.g. 

Johansson, 2014; Persson & Tångemar, 2006; Stening Soppela, 2008), the 

factors behind selecting and rejecting the collection material for digitization at 

the smaller libraries and cultural institutions are often explained in a somewhat 

collateral manner, as secondary factors within the framework of larger research 

projects pursuing other aims and goals. The study, therefore, also seeks to 

contribute to filling this gap and to gain a better understanding of the selection 

practice of the material for digitization and the steering powers behind this 

process at the Swedish humanities special libraries. This could contribute to 

further development of the digital collections at the libraries, which is also an 

important matter for the support of academic research. 

Further, there is a recognized deficiency of the research on the concept of value 

in context of selection criteria (Ravenwood et.al., 2012). In a broader 

perspective, the findings of the study would also benefit the area of academic 

research on this subject.     

1.7 Limitations 

The investigation performed within the suggested study is limited to the group 

of the special libraries whose collections belong primarily to the humanities 

and classical scholarship subjects, i.e. the humanities special libraries. The 

similar libraries with the collections specialized in e.g. formal or natural 

science are therefore not included in the subject group for the study. 

The present study project focuses the investigation on studying the concept of 

value of the material as a selection criterion for digitization. Hence, the study 

does not cover any technical or legal aspects of choosing documents for 

digitization, which otherwise are of big importance for the selection process.  
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2 Literature review 

2.1 Selection criteria for digitization and value of 
the material 

Similar to any other research field, there is no complete unanimity between the 

scholars and practitioners on one hand, and the scholars themselves on the 

other hand concerning different aspects of the selection criteria for digitization 

and the terms of their practical application. Nevertheless, one can discover a 

number of standpoints that the majority of the researchers apparently agree 

upon. One of those is a broad concurrence on the idea of distinctive differences 

between the selection of printed material for building collections and the 

selection of  analogue material for digitization (e.g. Hazen, Horrell, & Merrill-

Oldham, 1998; Lopatin, 2006; Smith, 2001; Zhang & Gourley, 2009). In 

comparison to the former, the latter encompasses a larger number of different 

factors that should be brought into balance for ensuring sustainable 

development and maintenance of the collections (Lopatin, 2006). Zhang and 

Gourley (2009) provide a comprehensive description and analysis of the main 

differences between the two selection processes, emphasizing the divergences 

in the connotations of research value of the material and target audience. They 

also indicate several features specific for the selection of collections for 

digitization, such as requested or anticipated use as a selection criterion, and 

the subject- and time-oriented selection. Smith (2001) defines the selection for 

digitization as reselection and repurposing of the material, underlining this 

difference from the selection for acquisition, which inevitably leads to 

redefining the concept of value of the material regarding digitized versus 

analogue items and collections. Generally, there seems to be a consensus in 

views on the aforesaid aspects, specific for the selection for digitization, as 

being more challenging and complicated to learn and apply, comparing to those 

of the selection of printed documents for the collections. It is therefore 

essential for the development of digitization practices to further examine, 

define and describe the obtainable selection criteria for digitization applied by 

the cultural institutions.        

Regarding the investigation and analysis of the selection criteria for 

digitization, one could cautiously determine two major means to handle the 

issue, being predominantly used by the scholars and practitioners. Initially, the 

selection criteria for digitization of the analogue material have been frequently 

approached in practical terms, taking the form of documented guidelines for 

carrying out and maintaining digitization projects (Zhang & Gourley, 2009). 

These guidelines have been formulated mostly on the basis of the libraries' 

actual digitization experience and are often presented as best practices and 

recommendations for setting up, carrying out and evaluating digitization 

projects (Smith, 2001; Zhang & Gourley, 2009). Further on, a theoretical 

discourse about the selection criteria for digitization has been growing in size 

and depth, building a distinctive research platform (ibid.). Several major 

overviews of the practical guidelines have been performed in order to deduce 

and formulate the rationale behind the process of selection for digitization. 

Besides the overviews of the libraries' guidelines, a number of broader 

investigations and analyses of the selection criteria have been completed and 
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presented for the research community (e.g. Ooghe & Moreels 2009; Russell & 

Winkworth, 2009).   

Across the diverse documents on the selection criteria for digitization, a notion 

of value of the material appears to be one of the fundamentals. Yet, the concept 

of value as a selection criterion also proves to be most elusive one. The value 

of the material can be perceived differently by e.g. the cultural institutions and 

their parent organizations. The value of different items of the collection 

material will be seen differently by the library personnel and the library users. 

Furthermore, the value represents a dynamic concept, i.e. it will most definitely 

shift over the time and within the same cultural institutions, reflecting "the 

contemporary power structures, collective memories and desired future and 

purpose of those performing selection activities" (Ravenwood et.al., 2012, p. 

295). Having performed an extensive examination of different literature on the 

topic, Ravenwood et al. (2012) identify a variety of the definitions of value in 

the context of material for digitization, in terms of both terminology and 

essence. The authors establish that there have been three main terms used in the 

studies for the description of the concept, which are value, significance and 

importance. Operating these terms for the identification and description of the 

actual notion of value has not been problem-free. The concepts identified 

behind the terms value and significance are obviously quite close, according to 

the authors. These two terms are often used in a transposable manner to define 

"a measure of perceived worth" (Ravenwood et al., 2012, p. 299). Yet, the term 

significance, or significant can acquire other different connotations, defining a 

broad range of phenomena. For example, it can refer to the properties of the 

material important for the stakeholders in one context, and to technical features 

of the document, also called as significant properties, in another context. The 

ambiguity of the usage and interpretation of the term significance and its 

derivatives apparently can cause a certain confusion for both researchers and 

practitioners in the libraries and other cultural institutions (ibid.). 

Another issue that causes the difficulties in defining, establishing and applying 

the criterion of value in the selection for digitization is the genuine nature of 

this phenomenon, which is described as not only broadly versatile, but also 

dynamic and shifting in its essence. While suggesting several categories of 

value characteristics relevant for the objects of cultural heritage, Throsby 

(2001) emphasizes particularly the complexity of the value as a concept to 

perceive, interpret and evaluate. The notion of cultural value encompasses the 

features of e.g. aesthetics or artistic character, socio-historical aspects as well 

as spiritual, symbolic and authentic attributes, making the value "both various 

and variable" (Throsby, 2001, p. 28) and extensively difficult to measure and 

estimate. Besides, the cultural value proves to be a highly relative, conditional 

and dynamic concept and it can transform significantly during the course of 

time, both within one or several cultural institutions, and in a broader societal 

perspective (ibid., Russell & Winkworth, 2009).  

The subjectivity and the ephemeralness of the notion of value as a selection 

criterion was identified and observed already in 2001 by Smith who had 

surveyed a number of digitization projects at several research libraries with 

different amount and extent of experience in digitizing the collections. She 

states that the primary nontechnical criterion, i.e. the research value of the 

documents has been treated by the libraries as an object for broad relativism 
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and contingent interpretations to such extent that it becomes problematic to 

consider it as an actual selection criterion, since "[...] the only things excluded 

under these selection criteria are items that are difficult to scan (for example, 

oversized maps) or things that are very boring or out of intellectual fashion" 

(Smith, 2001, p. 6). Smith draws a clear line between the technical and 

nontechnical criteria applied for selecting material for digitization and 

identifies value as a high-level core criterion of the formal collection 

development policies. She concludes in her findings that "While guidelines for 

technical matters such as image capture and legal rights management are 

extremely useful and should be codified, formal collection-development 

policies are still a long way off" (ibid., p. 6). Noteworthy, Zhang and Gourley 

stated in 2009 that nothing much had changed since the time of Smith's survey 

of 2001, and the work of the libraries on the development of nontechnical 

selection criteria for digitization was still in progress then. Considering the 

highly vague and fluid nature of the value as a concept and as a potential 

means of measurement, it would be reasonable to assume that this work will 

continue being underway for an unobservable period of time in the future.      

As Zhang and Gourley (2009) declare: "There are no absolute rules to follow 

when developing selection criteria for digitization. Each digitization project is 

unique, has its own goals and purpose, and must satisfy specific organizational 

needs" (p. 23). Thus, it does come logical that the varieties in both practical 

and theoretical approaches to determine and describe value of the material as a 

criterion for digitization, are big and differ a lot between the cultural 

institutions, research groups and individual researchers. Yet, many researchers 

underline that one can identify several common denominators among the 

selection criteria for digitization across the diverse best practice documents and 

guidelines, as well as broader research reports; the concept of value of the 

material is one of such denominators, most unhesitantly. What differs, though, 

is the manner and means to grasp, denote and interpret this concept by different 

libraries and other cultural institutions. These "existing myriad approaches" 

(Ooghe & Moreels, 2009, p. 1) result in a big diversity in the readings of actual 

content of the notion of value as a selection criterion for digitization. 

Apparently, the very first perception being associated with the value of the 

material can be described as intrinsic value (Ayris, 1998; NINCH, 2002; 

Ooghe & Moreels, 2009). The intrinsic value of the material appears as a broad 

term that comprises several main ideas. Among them, the value of genuine 

intellectual content, such as artistic (or aesthetic), historical, cultural, spiritual 

or scientific significance of the material, appear to be one of the primaries 

(Gertz, 2011, 2013; Hazen, Horrell, & Merrill-Oldham, 1998; Ooghe & 

Moreels, 2009; Russell, R. & Winkworth, K., 2009). There seems to be a 

concurrence among the researchers that the material should possess a certain 

intellectual quality that would warrant the time- and resource-consuming 

digitization process. Also, the concepts of authenticity, rarity, 

representativeness and provenance are included in describing the possible 

components of the intrinsic value of the material (Gertz, 2013; Ooghe & 

Moreels, 2009; Russell & Winkworth, 2009). Additionally, some of the 

researchers bring in the time perspective into the interpretation of the intrinsic 

value, emphasizing the capability of the intellectual content of the material to 

"withstand the test of time" and not being "only of ephemeral interest of today" 

(NINCH, 2002, p. 40). 
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Another fundamental aspect of value of the material for digitization, common 

for the research works examined, is a notion of use value (Gertz, 2011; Ooghe 

& Moreels, 2009). The use value encompasses the aspects of the significance 

of material in terms of current or anticipated demand for it from different 

groups of users. The identification of use value seeks to establish whether and 

to what extend the material would potentially meet the user needs through 

digitization (ibid., Ayris, 1998; NINCH, 2002). The subjects of use value and 

users are approached differently by the scholars. E.g. Hazen, Horrell and 

Merrill-Oldham (1998) distinguish between the issues of users (current and 

potential) and nature of use (actual and anticipated), considering the two as 

independent selection criteria outside the concept of value. Gertz (2011, 2013), 

on the other hand, treats the use value explicitly as a specific significance type 

in context of the selection for digitization, ascribing the same weight to it as to 

the intrinsic value criterion. She provides an extensive description of different 

aspects of use value that could be taken into account, defining e.g.: the 

presence of active current users and the potential of the material to attract new 

ones through the digitization and electronic publishing; if the material - 

candidate to digitization addresses high priority activities of the library or the 

cultural institution; the high popularity of the original analogue material that 

warrants a creation and publication of a digital copy. De Stefano (2001) goes 

even further and recommends building the entire process of the selection for 

digital conversion on the basis of user needs and their visions of the value of 

the material. In any event, the idea of use value is being discussed more or less 

explicitly throughout all the literature examined, obtaining a substantial place 

in the discourse around the selection criteria for digitization. 

Many scholars and practitioners identify added value of the material after 

digitization as an important selection criterion (Ayris, 1998; Gertz, 2013; 

NINCH, 2002; Ooghe & Moreels, 2009; Smith, 1999; Zhang & Gourley, 2009; 

Cornell University Library, 2005). The added value is described as potential 

enhancement of the item's original value by means of digitization. The 

enhancement can be regarded in different perspectives in the literature 

examined. A common view, however, refers to the enhancement of the 

intellectual, or intrinsic value of the material by selecting it for digital 

conversion (Gertz, 2013; Hazen. D., Horrell, J. & Merrill-Oldham, J., 1998; 

NINCH, 2002; Ooghe & Moreels, 2009; Xie & Matusiak, 2016). One of the 

identified examples of such added value is facilitation for the scholarship and 

enhanced intellectual control by means of both increased access to and 

improved technical abilities of using the original material (providing 

bibliographical data, indexing and search capabilities etc.). Another example is 

the anticipated significance of the items for bringing together the documents 

related to each other but dispersed geographically. By means of digitization, 

these documents can potentially build distributed online collections (Lynch, 

1998, Smith, 1999). Overall, one can characterize the added value as a concept 

closely associated to the increased access to the original material and/or 

advanced functionality of its usage by means of the digital conversion. 

A contextual value of the material is another selection criterion that appears in 

both practical and theoretical writings on the subject, in a somewhat less 

distinctive manner though. Ooghe and Moreels (2009) describes the contextual 

value as a balance between "the intrinsic value of the document and the added 

value of an extensive documentary context" (p. 5) that creates particular 
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significance of the documents or collections as historical records. They also 

introduce a term 'selection by affiliation' (ibid.) as an enhanced stage of the 

contextual value, which facilitates for the users' understanding of the digitized 

document from a certain specific perspective. In their turn, Russell and 

Winkworth (2009) emphasize the importance of comprehending, handling and 

respecting the value-bearing context of the documents and document 

collections during the selection, i.e. different factors that molded the collection 

material, such as human, geographical, event-connected and similar ones.  

There occur other types of value of the material for digitization in some of the 

writings examined. A degree of representativity of the documents or items as 

parts of a larger collection is described by Ooghe and Moreels (2009) as a 

specific kind of value which enables the documents to reflect the core of the 

larger collection they belong to. Both Ooghe & Moreels (2009) and Gertz 

(2013) discern aesthetics and visual appeal of the document as a separate type 

of value. The Task Force on Digitization at Cornell University Library, CUL 

(2005) introduces the potential of the digitized material to attract development 

opportunities to the parent institution as a specific value. A lack of visibility of 

the documents in other digital activities is also regarded by The Task Force on 

Digitization at CUL as a type of value of the material for the digitization.       

The idea of the material possessing certain value for potentially generating 

income for the parent institution is treated differently by the researchers and 

practitioners. For example, both Hazen, Horrell and Merrill-Oldham (1998) 

and Ooghe and Moreels (2009) place the evaluation of economic or 

commercial value for the selection into a financial framework (costs and 

benefits) of the digitization, i.e. they put the potential economic significance of 

the material aside the other types of value. The CUL Task Force on 

Digitization (2005), on the other hand, merge different intellectual values and 

the commercial significance into the same unified selection group called 

"value".  

As described above, the nature of the concept of value proves to be complex, 

ambiguous and flowing, which results in a variety of approaches to understand, 

interpret and put it into practice. Nevertheless, attempts have been made to 

work out certain general principles and procedures for tangible assessment of 

the value or significance of the material, which can be used during the selection 

process (e.g. NINCH, 2002). A single most interesting document in this 

perspective is Significance 2.0: A Guide to Assessing the Significance of 

Collections (2009) by Russell and Winkworth, published by Collections 

Council in Australia. The authors of the guide suggest eight relatively tangible 

criteria for assessing the degree of value, or significance of individual items in 

the collections and collections in general. The criteria suggested are divided 

into two major groups, each containing four values. The group of primary 

criteria encompasses historic value, aesthetic or artistic value, scientific or 

research value, and social and spiritual value. The other group is comparative 

criteria and it includes values of provenance, rarity or representativeness, 

condition or completeness and interpretive capacity. The comparative criteria 

are considered to be complementary to the primary ones, filling an auxiliary 

function of increasing or decreasing the value or significance of the documents 

and items. A completed process of the significance assessment should be 

finalized by a written statement of significance which is "a concise summary of 
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the values, meaning and importance of an item or a collection. It is an 

argument about how and why an item or collection is of value" (Russell & 

Winkworth, 2009, p. 11). Also, the guide acknowledges the dynamic nature of 

the concept of value, declaring that the statement of significance should be 

revised regularly during the course of time "in the light of new research and 

knowledge" (ibid.).               

Epitomizing the central ideas reviewed above, one can establish that the 

selection of the analogue material for digitization is as complicated and 

multilayered, as it is fundamental for the sustainable design, development and 

efficient maintenance of digital collections. There exist many different 

approaches to identify and describe specific selection criteria for practical 

application procedures. The concept of value of the material, however, does 

appear to be one of the focal points of diverse theoretical and practical 

exercises in selecting analogue documents and items for the digitization. Yet, 

the ambiguity and elusiveness of the genuine nature of this concept causes a 

big diversity in understanding, interpreting and implementation of the value 

criterion as a certain means of measurement and assessment. There is no 

agreement among the researchers and practitioners on such issues as the 

features of the documents that can be qualified as value-bearing, or certain 

modus operandi to determine and assess the value or significance of the 

documents. Nonetheless, the selection of the material remains to be one of the 

most important undertakings of the libraries and other cultural institutions in 

terms of collection building. In its turn, selecting material for digitization 

represents even more difficult challenges for the libraries, comparing to the 

selection of the printed documents. Ascribing certain values to certain items 

and denying them to others enforces particular responsibilities on library 

experts and professionals since the selection process at the cultural and 

memory institutions plays a central part in the construction of national heritage 

(Rawenwood et.al, 2012; Russell & Winkworth, 2009). As the digitization 

commonly revolves around two major purposes of access and preservation 

(Chowdhury & Chowdhury, 2003; Smith, 2001; Xie & Matusiak, 2016), the 

decisions taken during the selection process can have crucial consequences in 

terms of gain and loss of the original analogue material. Therefore, it is 

reasonable to suggest that there is a need in further researching, 

conceptualizing and shaping the idea of value of the material as a selection 

criterion for digitization at the libraries and other cultural and memory 

institutions.  

2.2 Selection of the material for digitization at 
Swedish humanities special libraries 

As mentioned in the introductory part of this thesis, there is a shortage of 

research on the Swedish humanities special libraries in general, and the 

digitization at those in particular. Consequently, the selection criteria for 

digitization at these libraries have not been studied much as a specific topic in 

the research works available. Rather, the selection issues are being weaved into 

a larger context of the research on digitization at minor memory institutions. 

The previous section of this thesis identifies and describes a number of overall 

patterns of ascribing different types of value to the documents during the 

selection and rejection for digitization. The results obtained, and conclusions 

described in the limited number of studies available on the digitization at the 
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humanities special libraries appear to reflect these patterns well. E.g., Letalick 

Rinaldi (2012) shows some of their main selection tendencies at the libraries 

she investigated: to choose the documents possessing contextual value for the 

local community, the items of representative value, i.e. 'signature' documents 

and the documents of potential interest for the international research 

community, in terms of both historical significance and aesthetic appeal. Other 

selection criteria identified by Letalick Rinaldi (2012) in her study are use 

value including user demand and added value of the documents that need 

bibliographic processing or enhancement of the access. The importance of the 

enhanced access to specific documents as a selection criterion for digitization 

is also emphasized by Fryklund (2014) whose findings connect this type of 

value to another one, namely to increase visibility of the library within the 

national and international communities and to potentially attract development 

opportunities for the library and the parent institution. She also identifies the 

necessity for creating digital surrogates for brittle documents as a specific 

selection criterion for digitization at the special libraries and minor cultural 

institutions. Both Letalick Rinaldi (2012) and Fryklund (2014) demonstrate in 

their studies a well-established connection between the selection criteria and 

the goals and aims of the digitization which essentially come down to increased 

access of the documents to the library users and broader communities. 

Due to the scarceness of the research it would be problematic to paint a 

complete picture of the selection criteria for digitization practiced at the 

Swedish humanities special libraries. Further studies on this subject are needed 

to obtain an enhanced, more detailed overall view of the process of digitization 

at these libraries. 
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3 Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 

Traditionally, the research discourse has been drawing a basic demarcation line 

between quantitative and qualitative strategies to gather, process, analyze and 

interpret the results of scientific research (Bryman, 2012; Wildemuth, 2009). 

The quantitative methods are commonly used to produce numerical, 

statistically controllable research results by handling extensive amount of data 

obtained by e.g. random sampling. The results acquired and analyzed by the 

quantitative approaches bear a high value of generalizability, i.e. the degree to 

which the research findings can be applied to other similar population groups 

(ibid). The qualitative strategies, on the other hand, are generally used to deal 

with relatively limited amount of data, often of explicitly specific character. 

The data for the qualitative analyses is commonly obtained by purposive 

selection tools; the results produced are contextually oriented, target the depth 

of the subject phenomena rather than the breadth and bear a descriptive rather 

than prescriptive character (Bryman, 2012; Wildemuth, 2009). Recently, 

however, the two strategies have been successfully used in combination in a 

substantial amount of the studies (Wildemuth, 2009). This approach has been 

called a mixed method, and some scholars have been advocating that the social 

research can benefit significantly from incorporating quantitative and 

qualitative techniques for collecting, processing and analyzing the data (ibid.).  

Similarly, the present study employs the tools of both quantitative and 

qualitative approaches. Using mixed method can be justified by a necessity of 

both quantitative and qualitative strategies to answer different research 

questions. In case of the present study which seeks to answer two research 

questions, it appeared to be sound to employ the tools of partly quantitative, 

partly qualitative approaches. The qualitative methods can benefit to obtain a 

bigger picture of the value of the material as selection criterion of the Swedish 

humanities special libraries in choosing the documents for digitization. The 

quantitative methods, on the other hand, are useful for creating a scale 

measurement tool to estimate the actual impact of different value types on the 

selection decisions for digitization at these libraries.  

Combining the two methods has also been used for instrument development 

(Bryman, 2012) for carrying out the research, i.e. the operationalization 

process. The mixed method approach for instrument development "refers to 

contexts in which qualitative research is employed to develop questionnaire 

and scale items, for example, so that better wording or more comprehensive 

closed answers can be generated" (Bryman, 2012, p. 634). For this study, a 

profound review and analysis of the previous research on selection criteria for 

digitization and value of material has been used to construct the substantive 

part of the questionnaire containing the scale measurement instrument for 

evaluating the answers on the basis of a Likert scale of estimating agreement 

levels (Wildemuth, 2009). Thus, the data collection for the study has been 

carried out by means of an extensive survey in form of a self-completion 

questionnaire with both close-ended and open-ended questions. As a result, the 

empirical material collected is of diverse character, and the mixed method 

technique of combining the tools of both quantitative and qualitative methods 
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would allow accurate and efficient processing and analysis of the survey 

results.  

3.2 Data sampling 

The nature of the present study can be described as intensive research of   

exploratory, descriptive character. As distinct from the extensive analyses that 

commonly aim at discovering common patterns within large population groups, 

the intensive studies are focused on examining and describing particular 

phenomenon(a) and their interaction within minor specific populations 

(Wildemuth, 2009). In other words, the intensive studies target rather depth 

than breadth of the population and phenomena investigated (ibid., Bryman, 

2012). A frequent practice in data sampling for the intensive studies within the 

social research is to use nonprobability sampling (Wildemuth, 2009). 

Nonprobability sampling refers to a number of selection models and methods 

that are used for defining specific subject groups for the research where the 

random sampling selection is not feasible due to extreme difficulties or 

impossibility of structuring an appropriate and applicable sample outline 

(Wildemuth, 2009; Bryman, 2012). The present study conducts an 

investigation of a narrow, relatively small specific group of libraries inside a 

larger library cluster. The selection of the libraries and respondents for the 

study has therefore followed the practices of nonprobability sampling. 

            

The selection of the libraries for the study has been performed on the basis of 

the library list established by Assarsson Rizzi in her survey report on 

humanities special libraries in Sweden (2010). This can be identified as a type 

of convenience sampling in terms of the availability of the list "by virtue of its 

accessibility" (Bryman, 2012, p. 201). However, a number of inclusion and 

exclusion decisions have been made and applied to the basic list in order to 

strengthen the representativeness of the research subject group. For this 

purpose, LIBRIS database of the special libraries, administered by National 

Library of Sweden, has been used for extending and editing the initial library 

list. The libraries have been chosen according to a degree in which they are 

comparable in size, nature of the collection material and type of parent 

institution. The investigation is primarily focused on the libraries within 

memory institutions, such as museums and archives; their collection material 

belongs essentially to the humanities and classical scholarship subjects. 

Besides, several humanities special libraries affiliated to public or community 

authorities have also been included in the research group, since their position, 

organizational and working conditions are quite similar to the ones within 

museums and archives. On the other hand, the libraries associated to private 

and/or commercial organizations, as well as religious communities, are 

excluded from the subject group of the study. In terms of organizational 

structure, management and potential resources available, these libraries can 

differ a lot from the other humanities special libraries, and here are not 

considered equally representative for the research subject group. Further, the 

libraries whose collection size is unidentified, are not included either to the 

group for the study. Apparently, they struggle with bibliographic processing of 

the collection material and are placed in the circumstances different from the 

libraries with well indexed and well catalogued collections. It would be unjust 

to include the libraries with insufficient bibliographic database into the 
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research subject group on equal terms and conditions as the libraries with a 

solid, well developed bibliographic databases.      

 

A majority of the libraries selected for the study are also classified by The 

Swedish National Library as partnership libraries ('samverkansbibliotek' in 

Swedish), which means that they should meet the following four requirements: 

1) the main mission of the library is to provide services for the research and 

development in Sweden; 2) the library is to be open for the public; 3) the 

library provides its collections to services within the Swedish interlibrary 

network and 4) the parent institution of the library should receive a regular 

payment from the Government, of 10% of the earnings at least (Assarsson 

Rizzi, 2010). Since one of the main foci of the present study is to examine the 

digitization at the special libraries in terms of its potentiality to influence the 

humanities and classical scholarship research, the selection of the libraries has 

followed the same principle as Assarsson Rizzi had done in her survey, and 

applied primarily the first two selection criteria which ensure the openness of 

the library collections to be accessed by a broad research community. 

The full list of the libraries invited to participate in the study is specified in 

Attachment 1.    

 

As mentioned previously, the present research project can be defined as an 

intensive study of a descriptive character, seeking to explore and understand a 

particular phenomenon with the main purpose of further development and/or 

improvement of the existing state of matters within the studied phenomenon 

(Wildemuth, 2009). Like many other similar studies, it involves a special group 

of respondents "who will be able to provide valuable insights into the 

phenomena of interest" (ibid., p. 53). The performance of the study therefore 

relies on the expert judgment of the professionals who are "experienced with 

the phenomena of interest, who are knowledgeable about the research 

questions and who hold various perspectives on the issues under study" (Rubin 

& Rubin (2005), quoted by Wildemuth, 2009, p. 131). Therefore, the selection 

of the respondent group has also followed purposive principles (Wildemuth, 

2009; Bryman, 2012), addressing mainly the libraries' personnel whose work 

duties comprise the digitization of the collections at the respective libraries. 

 

To follow the principles of non-probability sampling in general and purposive 

sampling in particular, often presents a challenge for the researcher in terms of 

defining inclusion and exclusion criteria for ensuring representativeness of the 

subject group of the study (Bryman, 2012). Evidently, excluding several types 

of the humanities special libraries from the group of the respondents of the 

present investigation could lead to losing some valuable pieces of information 

about the digitization and selection criteria at these institutions (e.g., the 

libraries of religious communities can be of special interest in this perspective). 

Nonetheless, the libraries excluded from the study are less in quantity and not 

considered to affect the representativeness of the subject group in a larger 

scale. 
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3.3 Collection of empirical material 

3.3.1 Survey and questionnaire 

One of the main objectives of the present study is to investigate, which types of 

value play the most and the least influential part in selecting the material for 

digitization at the Swedish humanities special libraries. The method to choose 

for collecting the empirical material should therefore be able to provide 

tangible, measurable data answering the question what rather than reasoning 

around the questions how or why. To successfully collect this kind of data, a 

method of a survey performed by means of a self-completion questionnaire 

with both close-ended and open-ended questions, has been chosen for carrying 

out the study. The survey method sustains gathering of various types of data 

and it is an appropriate tool for collecting information on different cognitive or 

affective variables, e.g. views, opinions, perceptions etc. Provided with an 

appropriate scale measurement instrument, such as Likert-type scales, self-

completion questionnaire proves to be an effective tool for both accumulating 

and analyzing data of cognitive or affective character (Wildemuth, 2009). 

 

Like many other studies conducted in the field of information and library 

services, the present research project seeks to investigate a variable of 

cognitive character. The cognitive or affective variables can be described as 

phenomena that are hardly commensurable in terms of common quantitative or 

qualitative measurement practices (Throsby, 2000; Wildemuth, 2009). Some 

examples of cognitive variable can be importance, attitudes, interests or beliefs. 

Clearly, the notion of value belongs to this specific group. The cognitive or 

affective variables are particularly complex to be observed; even more complex 

are they to be measured (Wildemuth, 2009). Consequently, operationalization 

of the variable becomes one of the most critical stages of survey development 

when conducting the research. Operationalization is commonly referred to a 

process when the central variable, or a construct (ibid., p. 270) of the research, 

identified by research problem and research questions, is being translated into 

specific, observable and empirically measurable indicators that can be 

practically applied to evaluate different attributes of the variable (Wildemuth, 

2009; Bryman, 2012). For the present study, the operationalization process had 

a purpose to deduce different types of value from the previous research 

literature on the selection criteria for digitization and the concept of value of 

the material. By close reading, a number of selected articles and practical 

guidelines has been analyzed and compared in terms of definitions and 

descriptions of value, suggested criteria for choosing the material for 

digitization and their relation to the value concept. The section 2.1 of the 

literature review provides a complete account for the theoretical material used 

for the operationalization framework of the study. As a result, nine major value 

types have been defined, described and organized into several consistent sets 

that constitute a substantive question section of the questionnaire, suggested to 

the respondents to form their opinion about. The operationalization process has 

also proved a necessity to break down four of the major value types into 

several subtypes, due to the compound nature of the former ones. All in all, the 

nine value types deduced by operationalization, are as follows: 
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1. Intrinsic (intellectual content) value:  

1a. Historical value (i.e. documents of particular significance for reflecting the 

historic processes, patterns and conditions of life at the time of document 

creation) 

1b. Research value (i.e. documents of particular significance for the current and 

anticipated scholarly research and academic studies)   

1c. Social value (i.e. documents of particular significance for the 

comprehension of societal relations, patterns and identities at the time of 

document creation)      

1d. Spiritual value (i.e. documents of particular significance for members of 

religious confessions or adherents of other spiritual views and traditions) 

 

2. Use value 

2a. Current user demand   

2b. Anticipated user demand  

2c. Significance for supporting high priority activities of the institution  

2d. Demand for a digital surrogate of the original (e.g. to protect originals in a 

fragile state from wear and tear)  

 

3. Added value  

3a. Facilitation of the exposure for the research community and other audiences 

(e.g. enhancing contact with the documents kept under restricted access 

conditions)   

3b. Enhanced intellectual control (e.g. creating bibliographic data and metadata 

for the documents)    

3c. Enhanced legibility through technical manipulation (e.g. by OCR 

applications) 

3d. Contribution to a distributed online collection (i.e. providing a digital 

surrogate of collection documents dispersed geographically in different 

institutions)     

 

4. Contextual value 

4a. Significance in a related place-and-time context (i.e. the document value 

acquired due to a specific connection to particular event(s)) 

4b. Significance in a related human context (i.e. the document value acquired 

due to a specific connection to particular individual(s))   

4c. Significance of the document for the library's local community 

 

5. Aesthetics and visual appeal of the document(s) 

 

6. Representative value of the document(s) as a part of larger collection(s) 

in the library's possession (e.g. 'signature' documents)  

7. Value to potentially attract development opportunities for the parent 

institution  

8. Poor visibility of the document(s) in other digitized collections in the 

library's possession   

9. Economic value (e.g. commercial orders from other institutions)  

The scale measurement instrument used for evaluating the respondents' 

opinions on different value types has been formatted as a Likert scale of 
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estimating agreement levels (Wildemuth, 2009). The instrument represents a 

five-grade scale with a range of the following rates: 'irrelevant', 'unimportant', 

'somewhat important', 'important' and 'very important'. The types of value of 

the material for digitization are formulated as statements, and the respondents 

are asked to rate the significance of each type by choosing the appropriate level 

on the scale. Some of the value types are presented with a brief clarifying 

explanation or an example. Particular attention has been paid to reach a balance 

between minimizing possible ambiguousness or misunderstanding of the types 

of values, and not narrowing down or precluding the informant's interpretation 

of them. All the value sets are also provided with a free text field for 

commentaries. 

 

Besides the substantive group 'Value of the material' containing the types of 

value identified as selection criteria for digitization, the questionnaire 

comprises two other groups of questions: an introductory group 'Library' 

holding general questions about the library of the respondent, and a group 

'Digitization' with the questions concerning the main types and purpose of the 

digitization practiced at the library. These groups of questions include both 

close-ended and open-ended questions; the information gathered from the 

answers in these two question groups is necessary and significant for the 

analysis of the research results, both in terms of libraries' specific perception on 

material for digitization, and in a broader perspective of observing access and 

visibility of the material for the academic research in the field of humanities 

and classical scholarship. 

A copy of the questionnaire and the instruction text can be found in 

Attachment 2.  

 

Altogether, the core principles for composing the questions, described by 

Wildemuth (2009) were used as the outset for constructing the questionnaire. 

Among these principles are: the importance to ask only the questions 

"necessary to satisfy the objectives of the research investigation" (Wildemuth, 

2009, p. 257), keeping the specificity of the questions in balance as well as 

choosing language formulations appropriate for the survey texts. General 

guidelines of a good survey being "appropriately brief and simple to complete, 

both in terms of wording and organization, so as not to demand too much effort 

on the part of respondents" (ibid.) were followed. 

3.3.2 Survey administration  

The questionnaire was sent out to the respondents at the selected libraries by e-

mail. The e-mail message contained a welcome note, and it provided a web 

link to survey questions. The welcome note can be found in Attachment 2.  

The survey was open for the respondents during twenty-one days. A reminder 

message was sent by e-mail seven working days before the link to the survey 

was closed. Due to initially low response rate the survey had to be run one 

more time, three weeks after the end of the first round. The second round of the 

survey followed the same administration procedure as the first one, described 

above.       

3.4 Ethical issues 

In the framework of the present study, the matters of ethics have been 

processed and analyzed in the perspective of four areas of ethical issues 
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described in Bryman (2012). The areas are delimited as follows: whether the 

research conducted can cause any harm to the participants; whether the 

research conducted is missing informed consent to participate in the study; 

whether the research conducted presupposes any invasion of privacy of the 

participants; whether the research conducted involves any kind of deception of 

the participants. Regarding these four areas of concern, one can come to a 

prompt conclusion that the present investigation does not involve any invasion 

of privacy, nor is it in any way deceptive for the participants. It has also been 

determined that the process or the results of the investigation do not cause 

harm to the participants, according to the definition of harm provided by 

Bryman (2012). Concerning the lack of informed consent to participate in the 

study, this issue does not seem to bear any significant relevance in the case of 

the present study. The survey questions have been sent to the participants 

electronically, and it is a matter of their free will to respond and take part in the 

investigation or to let be. Epitomizing the issues identified above, the nature of 

the present study can be identified as not integrity-sensitive (Good research 

practice, 2017), which is an important conclusion for evaluating the research 

methods, handling the research material and analyzing and presenting the 

results of the study (ibid.). 

 

The respondents were ensured of confidentiality of the information provided by 

them for the investigation. Comparing to anonymity which essentially 

eliminates all the connections between e.g. the questionnaire answers and the 

individuals behind them, confidentiality is considered to be a more general 

obligation not to further communicate the information received from the 

respondents in confidence (Good research practice, 2017). Both anonymity and 

confidentiality are difficult issues to handle and should not ever be promised by 

the researcher to the participants (ibid., Bryman 2012). It is however important 

to assure the participants that the researcher would do his or her best to 

maintain confidentiality of the material received. Therefore, together with the 

welcoming letter the respondents received a statement saying that the 

questionnaire is confidential, and the data collected through the survey will not 

be used for any other purposes than those declared in the provided research 

description; that in full accordance with the guidelines for research ethics 

established by the Swedish research council (2017). 

 

No highly sensitive personal integrity information, such as names, age or 

gender has been gathered during the investigation, due to its irrelevance for the 

objective of the study. However, the respondents indicated their working 

position at the employer institution. Thus, for the purpose of data protection 

and supporting the confidentiality of the investigation, the association of the 

respondents to their specific answers was eliminated by the survey tool when 

generating a compiling report of the questionnaire results.   

3.5 Analysis of the results 

As stated in the introduction of the methodology section, the analysis of the 

present study results employs the tools of both quantitative and qualitative 

approaches. The investigation has been performed by means of a survey 

questionnaire, which provides opportunities to analyze the data collected in 

both comparative and descriptive terms (Wildemuth, 2009). The answers 

received on the close-ended Likert scale questions of the substantive group 
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'Value of the material' have been converted to numerals and presented in a 

form of answer frequency diagrams for each question; this allows to clearly 

examine the impact of different value types on the selection decisions for 

digitization at the respondent libraries. The commentaries in the free-text fields 

of the questionnaire are accounted for in full text and analyzed in direct 

connection to the respective close-ended question and in broader information 

context. The respondents' comments formulated as free text have not been 

exposed to a deep discourse analysis, but they have been treated rather as fact- 

and information-bearing sources for further examination and discussion in the 

framework of the previous research on the value of the material as a criterion 

for digitization. Some respondents have written their commentaries in Swedish. 

Those are presented in their original form and supplied with translation into 

English in footnotes. Sue Dodd's guide Library Terms in Swedish and English 

(Uppsala University Library, 2013) has been used to secure accurate 

translation. 

3.6 Trustworthiness of the research 

The customary research evaluation criteria that have their roots in the 

epistemological views of positivism, are validity, reliability and objectivity 

(Bryman, 2012; Wildemuth, 2009). These criteria are commonly applied to 

assess the investigations performed by quantitative methods. Since qualitative 

research differs from quantitative ditto in terms of basic approach, methods and 

processes of conducting investigation, the conventional assessment criteria 

often prove to be difficult to apply when evaluating the results of qualitative 

research projects. Therefore, it has been suggested to adjust the evaluation 

criteria of the quantitative studies to the qualitative approaches and methods of 

conducting investigations, and assessing their results by determining 

trustworthiness and authenticity of the research (Bryman, 2012). Since the 

present study uses the mixed method approach to the data analysis, the 

evaluation criteria from both quantitative and qualitative worlds can be relevant 

to discuss when assessing the research project and its results.  

 

The validity of research is one of the key quality assessment criteria of 

scientific studies. Validity establishes the accuracy of research by estimating 

e.g. whether the measurement tools developed to gauge the research construct 

do indeed measure this construct, and if the empirical data collected warrant 

the conclusions made in the study (Bryman, 2012; Leedy & Ormrod, 2005). 

The external validity "refers to degree to which findings can be generalized 

across social settings" (Bryman, 2012, p. 390), i.e. it evaluates the 

generalizability of the research. To doubt the external validity of the present 

study is reasonable, due to a restricted quantity of the subjects for the research 

and their essential sector-specific character. The present research project, 

however, has been previously classified as an intensive study of descriptive 

character (Bryman, 2012); those are typically preoccupied with identifying, 

analyzing and comprehending the processes and the connections between them 

within a particular phenomenon or a limited set of such within narrow 

population groups. The main intent of an intensive study is not to generalize 

but "to describe, define, identify, etc. patterns of behavior that might lead to 

theory, concept, or framework development" (Hara et al. (2003), quoted in 

Wildemuth, 2009, p. 133). The definition above describes quite accurately the 

objectives of the present research. Therefore, one should rather discuss the 
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transferability of this study. Transferability is identified as a criterion of the 

qualitative methods, equivalent to the external validity in the quantitative 

research, and it basically refers to the degree of relevance of the fundamental 

postulations, performance and results of the research for other comparable 

contexts (Bryman, 2012; Wildemuth, 2009). In this respect, the present study 

investigates "contextual uniqueness" of its population group (Bryman, 2012, p. 

392), thus it has been focusing on producing a so-called thick description of the 

research subject (ibid.). A thick description provides a detailed, versatile 

account for the phenomena, rich enough for other scholars to judge about the 

probable transferability of the study to other contextual circumstances 

(Bryman, 2012; Leedy & Ormrod, 2005).      

 

Another important assessment criterion is reliability of the research. The 

reliability evaluates the degree of consistency, precision and carefulness of the 

measurements performed during the investigation (Bryman, 2012). Reliability 

is commonly connected to a degree of consistency of the results received by 

original research and e.g. an investigation reproducing the original research in 

terms of similar conditions, population group etc. (Bryman, 2012; Leedy & 

Ormrod, 2005). In context of qualitative research, it becomes challenging to 

meet the traditional reliability measurement criteria due to constantly shifting 

nature of social environments as subjects of the social studies. It is, in other 

words, "impossible to ‘freeze’ a social setting and the circumstances of an 

initial study to make it replicable" (ibid., p. 390) and to assess the consistency 

of the measurements conducted during the study. It is therefore suggested to 

discuss dependability of the investigations within the social research. The 

dependability serves as a criterion equivalent to the reliability and it essentially 

evaluates the consistency of the research by checking the accuracy, precision 

and transparency of the documentation of all the research stages. Also, the 

dependability ensures making complete research records accessible for the 

audit, or examination by the researcher's peers for review and assessment of the 

consistency of the study (Bryman, 2012; Wildemuth, 2009). In this perspective, 

the present study has been carrying out thorough documentation of the 

empirical material for the investigation. The records have been made by using 

Sunet Survey electronic tool which provides complete and comprehensive 

information about the answers of the respondents, the timeline of the 

questionnaire and extensive reports of the survey entries. All the 

documentation can be made available by request for the peer review. 
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4 Results 

The questionnaire was sent out to 40 Swedish humanities special libraries (see 

Attachment 1), of which 25 returned the questionnaire with answers. 14 of the 

total 25 respondents have answered positively the question whether their 

libraries digitize or have digitized the collection material. Also, five free text 

comments were received in the two introductory sections of the questionnaire 

'Library', 10 comments in the question group 'Digitization' and six in the 

substantive question group 'Value of the material'. 

4.1 Introductory question group 'Library' 

The introductory group of questions, referred to as 'Library' contains four 

general questions about the library of the respondent. To answer Question 1 

the respondents have indicated their respective library and its parent institution. 

Question 2 asked the respondents to indicate their position at the respective 

libraries. Out of 25 respondents, there are 11 librarians, three senior librarians, 

two archivists. Also, the following positions were mentioned by the 

respondents: a curator, a digitization manager, a head of digitization, a museum 

director, a head of library, a head of archive and library, an archive assistant, a 

library assistant, a project secretary. The answer to Question 2 was commented 

by some of the respondents who essentially chose to describe the type of the 

library, its activities and connection to the parent institution in a more detailed 

way. These are some examples of the respondents' commentaries:  

 

1. The library is a fairly large reference library, but is not considered a 

separate entity for digitization work. 

2. There is just me in the library, a solo librarian. 

3. We are not a library but an archivist institution, but we hold a small 

reference library for researchers and staff. 

4. Vi beviljar endast läsesalslån dvs inga hemlån och endast i 

undantagsfall fjärrlån1. 

Question 3 regards the approximate size of the library collection in volumes. 

Two respondents indicated their library size of under 10000, six respondents 

specified the size of between 10000 and 50000 and four respondents stated the 

size of between 50000 and 100000. The size of the library collection between 

100000 and 200000 is given by five respondents, and the size of between 

200000 and 400000 by six respondents. Two respondents specified the size of 

the library collection as over 400000. The distribution of the library collection 

sizes is illustrated by Figure 1, p. 25. 

 

Question 4 asked the respondents to describe the main user group or user 

groups of the library. Evidently, the largest user group of these libraries is 

identified by the respondents as 'researchers/scientists/scholars'. They are 

mentioned in 20 of 25 answers. The second largest user group consists of 

'staff/employees' of the library parent institution, and it accounts for 11 of 25 

answers received. The third largest user group is recognized by the respondents  

 

                                                 
1 We only grant in-house use, i.e. no loans; interlibrary loans only as exceptions. 
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Figure 1, Approximate size of the library collections. 

 
 

as 'students' who are indicated in 10 of 25 answers. The user groups 'visitors' 

and 'main/general public' are both mentioned in four of 25 answers. Also, four 

respondents name professionals working within the field of the library and 

parent institution profile, as their main user groups. 'Journalists' form their own 

minor user group, being mentioned in three of 25 answers. In addition, the 

following user groups were indicated in the answers received, one respondent 

for each group: 'writers', 'politicians', 'diplomats', 'members of the parliament', 

'Riksdag administration'. Other answers obtained are: '[...] allmänheten både 

svenskar och från Amerika och Europa'2 and ‘We have all kinds of users'.  

4.2 Question group 'Digitization' 

The second group of questions investigates the main types and key purposes of 

the digitization practiced at the library. Question 5 was formulated as Has 

your library digitized any printed documents or items of the library 

collection(s)? 14 of the 25 respondents have answered 'Yes' to the question, 

and 11 have answered 'No'. Therefore, the percentage rate of the answers is 

distributed as 56% 'Yes' to 44% 'No'. Furthermore, five comments to this 

question were received. Among them, the following ones provide somewhat 

basic description of the digitization process at the respective libraries: 

 

1. A large project was undertaken a decade ago, in collaboration with the 

City Museum, with about 80.000 pages from a couple of hundred titles. 

Recently, printed minutes from the city governing board 1863-2009 (1.2 

M pages) have been digitized. There are no current large projects, but 

single items may be digitized on-demand, for publishing on the 

Stockholmskällan web 

2. De tidigmedeltida fragment har vi digitalizerat [sic!] genom att de 

efterfrågades av forskare i England3 

3. We are currently working with digitization of the archive and the 

collections, but not the library. 

                                                 
2 General public, both Swedes and from America and Europe. 
3 We have digitized fragments from early Medieval Ages because they were requested from 

researchers in England.  
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Questions 6 and 7 were replied only by those respondents who answered 

positively on the question whether their libraries digitize or have digitized any 

of the collection material, i.e. 14 of the total 25 who answered the 

questionnaire. Question 6 asked the respondents to indicate the type of the 

digitization activities at the respective library by choosing one or several 

options from the list of activities provided. The results received can be 

observed in Figure 2, Types of digitization activities (p. 26), below. Clearly, the 

two prevailing types of the digitization are the occasional digitization projects 

and non-systematic digitization of separate documents, with 10 and 8 responses 

respectively. At four libraries the digitization is being run as a part of routine, 

day-to-day activities. The digitization projects of regular character, 

independent and in cooperation with other institutions have received three 

responses each, and the commercial type of digitization closes the option list 

with one response, together with one 'Other' reply. The latter is specified as 

'Digitization on demand' in the comment field. Other observations received as 

free text are: 

 

1. Future cooporation [sic!] with the arhcive [sic!]and collections unit at 

the museum 

2. Vi skulle vilja digitalizera [sic!] mer men kostnader hindrar4 

Figure 2, Types of digitization activities. 

 
 

Question 7 concerns the main purpose for digitization at the libraries of the 

respondents. The results received demonstrate a high degree of variety. Among 

diverse rationales behind the digitization specified by the respondents, to 

increase access to the documents is mentioned in half of the answers - seven of 

14. Digitizing on demand of different user groups is indicated in four responses 

and creating digital surrogates for the fragile or damaged material in three 

responses. A need to provide online access (to the collections) is specified in 

two answers. Other purposes for digitization mentioned by the respondents are: 

'use as supplement when publishing mass-digitized materials', put the 

collection in to context for visitors', 'to make texts machine-readable', 

'preservation (particularly recorded sound, typically on magnetic tapes)'. 

Some respondents provided the additional comments with clarifications of the 

digitization activities at the respective libraries, e.g.: 

 

                                                 
4 We would like to digitize more but the costs hinder. 
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1. Digitation [sic!] on demand. Material digitized in the past (2005-2008) 

is now made accessable [sic!] in Alvin (platform). 

2. At Stiftsbiblioteket5 we make digital copies and distribute on demand to 

researchers etc. A couple (4) of books were digitalized several years 

back through av digitalizationproject [sic!] 

4.3 Substantive question group 'Value of the 
material' 

The substantive group of the questionnaire regards different types of value of 

the material as selection criteria for digitization. The nine major value types 

have been operationalized from the previous research literature on the selection 

criteria for digitization and the concept of value of the material: 1) intrinsic 

(intellectual content) value; 2) use value; 3) added value; 4) contextual 

value; 5) aesthetics and visual appeal; 6) representative value; 7) value to 

potentially attract development opportunities; 8) poor visibility; 9) 

economic value (defined and described in section 3.3.1). These nine types of 

value have been formulated as statements in the questionnaire, and the 

respondents were required to rate the importance of each type for digitization 

by choosing the appropriate level on a five-grade Likert-type scale of 

estimating agreement levels, with the rates 'irrelevant', 'unimportant', 

'somewhat important', 'important' and 'very important'. Four of nine value types 

had to be broken down into subgroups due to their complex, elaborate nature. 

 

The rating questions of the substantive group of the questionnaire were 

addressed only to those respondents who answered positively whether their 

libraries digitize or have digitized any of the collection material, i.e. 14 of the 

total 25 who answered the questionnaire. 

4.3.1 Intrinsic (intellectual content) value 

The type of intrinsic, or intellectual content value is broken down into four 

subgroups: historical value, research value, social value and spiritual value. 

Historical value of the material has been specified here as documents of 

particular significance for reflecting the historic processes, patterns and 

conditions of life at the time of document creation. An overwhelming majority 

of the respondents, 11 of 14 classify this value as 'very important'. Two 

respondents rate the historic value as 'important' and one as 'somewhat 

important'. Another value type, research value has been identified as 

documents of special significance for the current and anticipated scholarly 

research and academic studies. This research value is also explicitly rated as 

'very important' by 12 of 14 respondents and as 'important' by other two. These 

results are illustrated by Figures 3 and Figure 4, p. 28. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
5 Diocesan library 
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Figure 3, Historical value of the material. 

 
 

Figure 4, Research value of the material. 

 
 

The social value of the material for digitization described as documents of 

particular significance for the comprehension of societal relations, patterns and 

identities at the time of document creation, shows a higher degree of variation 

in rating comparing to the previous two value types (see Figure 5, p. 29). Six of 

14 respondents recognize this value as 'very important', five responses rate it as 

'important', two as 'somewhat important' and one answer does not consider it to 

be relevant for selecting documents for digitization. 

 

The last subgroup of the intrinsic value of the material is spiritual value that 

has been specified here as documents of special significance for members of 

religious confessions or to adherents of other spiritual views and traditions. 

Whereas six of the 14 respondents consider the spiritual value as 'irrelevant', 

two respondents find it 'unimportant', three define it as 'somewhat important', 

two as 'important' and one respondent rates it as 'very important'. The 

differences in rating the spiritual value of the material are illustrated by Figure 

6, p. 29. 

 

The entire group of intrinsic value of the material received the following 

comment: Most digitization is done on-demand and in cooperation. Thus the 

"operational" factors = facilitate actual use, now, is more important than any 

long-term strategies linked to intrinsic value (to us, at this moment). 
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Figure 5, Social value of the material for digitization. 

 
 

Figure 6, Spiritual value of the material. 

 

4.3.2 Use value 

Similar to the group of the intrinsic or intellectual value, the group of use value 

of the material for digitization has been broken down to four subgroups: 

current user demand, anticipated user demand, significance for supporting high 

priority activities of the respective libraries and demand for a digital surrogate 

for the original. The two subgroups, current user demand and anticipated 

user demand demonstrate almost similar results of rating, illustrated by 

Figures 7 and 8, p. 30. In both subgroups eight of 14 respondents rank this type 

of value as 'very important'. The current user demand is rated as 'very 

important' by five respondents and 'somewhat important' by one of them. The 

anticipated user demand is ranked as 'important' by four respondents and as 

'somewhat important' by two respondents. 

 

Another subgroup in the use value type is described as significance for 

supporting high priority activities of the respective libraries. Here, the 

majority of the respondents, namely eight of 14 have rated this type of value 

for digitization as being 'important', and four of the respondents consider it to 

be 'important'. One of the remaining two respondents ranked it as 'somewhat 

important' and the other one as 'unimportant'. The results can be observed in 

Figure 9, p. 30.  
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Figures 7, Value of current user demand 

 
 

Figure 8, Value of anticipated user demand 

 
 

 Figure 9, Significance for supporting high priority activities of the libraries.

 
 

The last subgroup of the use value type is a demand for a digital surrogate 

for the original. This value type was provided with a clarifying example to 

protect originals in a fragile state from wear and tear. Most of the respondents 

have classified this type of value as 'very important' - seven respondents, or ' 

important' - six respondents (see Figure 10, p. 31); one respondent has rated it 
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as 'somewhat important'. One of the respondents commented his/her answer as 

follows: Often a digitalization will put greater demand and use of the original 

material that has ben[sic!] digitilazed [sic!]. 

 

Figure 10, Significance of making a digital surrogate of the original 

 

4.3.3 Added value  

Also this type of value of the material for digitization has been divided into 

four subsets. The first of them has been identified as facilitation of the 

exposure for the research community and other audiences. As an example,  

enhancing contact with the documents kept under restricted access conditions 

has been provided to the description of this value subgroup. This kind of added 

value of the material has been rated as 'very important' by eight of 14 

respondents. Three answers define it as 'important, two as 'somewhat 

important' and one as 'unimportant'. These results can be seen in Figure 11 (p. 

31) below:  

 

Figure 11, Value of facilitation of the exposure of the document. 

 
 

Enhanced intellectual control over the material is another subgroup in added 

value type. Enhanced intellectual control can be exemplified by creating 

bibliographic data and metadata for the documents in the process of 

digitization. The rating of this type of value shows to be dispersed between the 

four grades on the rating scale (see Figure 12, p. 32). Four of 14 respondents 

rank it as 'very important', three respondents indicate it as 'important', five as 

'somewhat important and one as 'unimportant'. 
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The next subgroup of the added value type is defined as enhanced legibility of 

the documents through technical manipulation, e.g. by OCR applications. 

The rating results of this subgroup can be found in Figure 13 (p. 32) below. 

The responses prove to be quite evenly distributed between the three grades of 

importance: four of 14 rates as 'very important', five rates as 'important' and 

four rates as 'somewhat important'. The remaining one respondent ranks this 

value types as 'unimportant'.  

 

Figure 12, Value of enhanced intellectual control 

 
 

Figure 13, Value of enhanced legibility of the document 

 
 

The last subgroup identified for this value type is contribution to a 

distributed online collection. An illustrating example for this subgroup can be 

providing a digital surrogate of collection documents dispersed geographically  

in different institutions. Here, a majority of the responses, 10 of 14 are divided 

between the two rates on the grading scale: five have ranked this value as being 

'very important' and other five as being 'somewhat important'. Two respondents 

define it as 'irrelevant', one as 'unimportant' and one as 'important'. Figure 14, 

p. 33, provides an illustration of these results.  
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Figure 14, Value of contributing to distributed online collections 

 

4.3.4 Contextual value  

The contextual value type comprises three subgroups. The first one refers to 

the significance of the document in a related place-and-time context. 

Documents acquire such significance e.g. due to a specific connection to a 

particular event or several events. This kind of document value has been rated 

as 'important' by six of 14 respondents. Four respondents identify it as 'very 

important' and three as 'somewhat important'. For one respondent this 

document value type is 'irrelevant'. The second subgroup of the contextual 

value of the material is significance of the document in a related human 

context. It is acquired by the document if it has specific connection to 

particular individuals. The rating results of this value type resemble a lot the 

results for the first subgroup, having received the rate of 'important' by seven of 

14 respondents, the rate of 'very important' by three of respondents and the rate 

of 'somewhat important' also by three respondents. Similarly, one respondent 

identifies this kind of document value as 'irrelevant'. The results described can 

be observed in Figure 15 (p. 33) below and Figure 16 (p. 34): 

 

Figure 15, Significance of the document in a related place-and-time context. 
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Figure 16, Significance in a related human context. 

 
 

Significance of the documents for the library's local community is the last 

subgroup of the contextual value of the material. This kind of document 

significance is identified as 'very important' by six of 14 respondents. The rates 

of 'important' and 'somewhat important' receive equal number of answers, three 

each. For one respondent significance of the documents for the library's local 

community is 'irrelevant' for digitization and for the other one it is 

'unimportant'. These results can be seen in Figure 17 (p. 34) below:  

 

Figure 17, Significance of the documents for the library's local community. 

 

4.3.5 Other types of value of the material 

The five value types whose rating results are presented further in this section 

are considered here to be of a less multifaceted nature than the first four ones, 

described above. Therefore, they did not have to be broken down into subsets, 

but they are being treated as single value units.       

 

Aesthetics and visual appeal of the documents. The rating of the value type 

of aesthetic and visually appealing qualities of the documents results in a more 

or less even distribution of the responses on the grading scale (see Figure 18, p. 

35). Of the total 14 answers, this type of value is 'irrelevant' for two 

respondents, 'unimportant' for two as well, 'somewhat important' for five, 

'important' for three and 'very important' for two of them. Also, one comment 

was provided to this value type: Depends on context. Some digitized materials 

are published for their good looks, others mainly for education. 
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Figure 18, Aesthetic value and visual appeal 

 
 

Representative value of the document as a part of larger collection(s) in 

the library's possession can be exemplified by e.g. identifying material as so-

called signature documents that best represent one or several library 

collections. The majority of the respondents, 11 of 14 rank this value type as 

'important' - six respondents, or as 'very important' - five respondents. Two 

respondents give it the ranking of 'somewhat important' and one of 

'unimportant'. Value to potentially attract development opportunities for 

the library and the parent institution has received the rating results quite 

alike the previous ones (see Figure 19, p. 35 and Figure 20, p. 36). Here too, 

most of the respondents, 11 of 14 rank this value type as 'important' or as 'very 

important', although the correlation of rates is the reverse: 'important' - five 

respondents and 'very important' - six respondents. Also, for two respondents 

this value type is 'somewhat important'. Finally, one respondent identifies it as 

'unimportant'. 

 

Figure 19, Representative value of the document. 
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Figure 20, Value to potentially attract development opportunities for the 

library and the parent institution. 

 
 

One of the respondents commented his/her answer as follows: There is an 

ongoing development project to use text-search database tools (like SolR) to 

enhance searchability [sic!] of digitized printed materials in the library and in 

other city offices.  

 

Of all value types investigated, the rating results of the type Poor visibility of 

the documents in other digitized collections in the library's possession are 

obviously the most evenly distributed through the grading scale (see Figure 21, 

p. 36, below). The rates of 'unimportant', 'somewhat important' and 'important' 

have received three responses each. Four respondents rank this value type as 

'very important' and one as 'irrelevant'.  

 

Figure 21, Poor visibility of the documents in other digitized collections  
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The last value type identified for this questionnaire is Economic value. An 

example of it can be significance that the documents acquire due to being 

digitized by commercial orders from different institutions or actors. Here, half 

of the respondents, seven of 14 identify this type of document value as 

'unimportant', whereas four respondents find it 'somewhat important'. For three 

respondents it is 'irrelevant'. These results can be seen in Figure 22 (p. 37) 

below. Also, one respondent stated in the comment: I dagsläget kan vi inte 

digitalisera på detta sätt då resurser saknas6.  

 

Figure 22, Economic value of the digitized document 

 
 

4.3.6 Additional comments 

At the end of the questionnaire, the respondents were given an opportunity to 

provide any other information that could be relevant, important and beneficial 

to the survey, in form of free text. The following comments were received: 

 

1. Vår förhoppning är att kunna digitalisera fler dokument i framtiden, vi 

skulle verkligen vilja det. Vi har en hel del tidningsmaterial som 

forskare efterfrågar7. 

2. There is no demand for it. 

3. Our digitization projects are concentrated to the archival collection. 

4. Vi digitaliserar i princip endast handskrifter och liknande material8. 

5. Digitization status (total / % digitized); 

Museum 50 000 objects/14% 

Library/archives 3 200 running metres[sic!]/3% 

Photographies[sic!] 1 200 000/11% 

Sound recordings, 1 650 000 minutes/30% 

Video 217 000 min/34% 

 

  

                                                 
6 At the moment, we are not able to digitize in this way, since the resources are missing. 
7 Our hope is to be able to digitize more documents in the future, we would really want that. 

We have a great deal of newspapers/magazines that researchers request. 
8 We digitize basically only manuscripts and similar material. 
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5 Analysis and discussion 

The questionnaire was received by the respondents at 40 Swedish humanities 

special libraries, of which 25 returned it with the answers. The response rate 

constitutes therefore 62,5%, which can be considered as acceptable (Mangione 

in Bryman, 2012). Most likely, it is not sufficient enough to provide a solid 

basis for drawing larger generalizing conclusions applicable for the whole 

population of the research. Nonetheless, the amount responses received can be 

regarded as providing enough empirical material for the conclusions applicable 

for the particular population group of 25 libraries that responded to the 

questionnaire.  

5.1 Question group 'Library' 

The results received from the answers of the introductory question group 

essentially confirm several main statements in the description of the Swedish 

humanities special libraries given in both Assarsson Rizzi's (2010) report and 

the findings in some other previous research works available. The respondent 

group is dominated by the librarians, almost half of it. Another half, however, 

is heterogeneous comprising a variety of library positions. A number of 

respondents whose work duties specifically include digitization is insignificant, 

two out of 25, which reflects well e.g. Fryklund's (2014) conclusion on a 

frustrating shortage of skilled human expertise required to meet the existing 

and growing needs in digitization at these libraries. This situation has also been 

acknowledged earlier by Assarsson Rizzi (2010).   

 

The collection sizes of the libraries vary a lot within a range between 10000 

volumes and over 400000 volumes (Figure 1, p. 25) with no clear dominance 

of any specific size group, which signals a great deal of size diversity as one of 

the key attributes of this library group (Assarsson Rizzi, 2010). The respondent 

libraries demonstrate strong unanimity identifying the following three user 

groups as their main ones: researchers (scientists, scholars), employees of the 

library parent institution and students. Nevertheless, other user groups that 

have been mentioned in the answers, are numerous and various covering both 

national and international audience. As one of the respondents has summarized, 

"We have all kinds of users". This description of the user groups corroborates 

therefore with Assarsson Rizzi's (2010) portrayal of the humanities special 

libraries as being primarily cultural institutions for academic research; 

however, being placed outside the universities and affiliated to very different 

parent institutions these libraries have been acquiring new, wider and more 

diversified user groups. Assarsson Rizzi (2010) identifies this situation as one 

of the reasons behind the growing needs to further development of the libraries' 

traditional activities, expressed by many humanities special libraries that 

participated in her investigation. Increasing digitization of the analogue 

material can play a significant role in this development. Both Letalick Rinaldi 

(2012) and Fryklund (2014) witness the importance of well-established and 

well-functioning digitization, underscored by the humanities special libraries 

for being able to meet the needs of their growing user groups, both regular and 

new ones. 
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5.2 Question group 'Digitization' 

The first and central question in this group concernes whether the libraries 

have digitized any analogue material of their collection. Here as well, the 

answers received demonstrate a resemblance of the results reported by 

Assarsson Rizzi in 2010. As described in the introductory part of this thesis, 

her investigation showed percentage rate of 58,1% (18 out of 31) libraries that 

had digitized some of their collection material. The present research has 

received the percentage rate of 56% (14 of 25) respondents that have answered 

positively the question whether their libraries digitize or have digitized the 

collection material. Apparently, since year 2010 there has not been any 

substantial changes in the quantity of the libraries that practice digitization 

within this particular population group. Despite Assarsson Rizzi's (2010) 

cautious optimism and prospects of growing awareness of the importance of 

digitization issues at the humanities special libraries, the outcome of the 

present research does not record any anticipated increase of the number of 

libraries that have digitized or are digitizing their collection material; this 

number has been remaining quite stable so far. Also, the mentioned research 

results may reflect Fryklund's (2014) statement about the digitization being still 

of low priority at the minor cultural institutions.  

 

The respondent libraries which have had digitization experience demonstrate a 

clear tendency regarding the type of their digitization activities. The two most 

common types identified by the respondents are occasional digitization projects 

and non-systematic digitization of separate documents (Figure 2, p. 26).  

Obviously, digitization within this particular population group is still being 

steered rather by occasion than thought-through design and planning. In this 

perspective the results of this study interestingly verify the statements of Lynch 

who, already in 1998 at dawn of the digitization, predicted that the decisions on 

digitization of the special collections of "rare or unique, often unpublished, 

materials held by individual libraries" will be "driven primarily by 

opportunistic factors [...] and local priorities" (Lynch, 1998, p. 138). 

Apparently, the digitization process at the respondent libraries is still 

circumstantial, far from any coherent, long-term strategic planning. The 

libraries demonstrate therefore that they carry out mostly reactive digitization 

of their collection material (Dahlström, 2009). The reactive digitization is 

steered by demand and is carried out in case of user interest in or request of 

specific documents or items. Conversely, the proactive digitization is practiced 

according to the planning and preparation activities of the institutions which 

decide beforehand which collection documents will be digitized and when they 

will be digitized (ibid). Evidently, the proactive digitization is a rare 

commodity at the respondent libraries of the study. As one of the respondents 

points out in his/her commentary, the current operational factors, such as to 

meet user demand and increase access to certain documents, are more 

important than long-term strategic digitization projects.             

 

On the other hand, another interesting observation concerning the type of the 

digitization activities at the respondent libraries, is that four of them indicate 

that they practice digitization as a part of the routines of the library. In context 

of overall frustration with an ongoing conflict between the needs to digitize and 

de facto possibilities to do it, expressed by these libraries in e.g. Letalick 

Rinaldi (2012), Fryklund (2014) and Assarsson Rizzi (2010), the quantity of 
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four libraries with regular, customary digitization, does not in fact appear to be 

that small in regard to the total number of 14 libraries that digitize their 

collections. This could actually point toward a slow progress in terms of 

incorporating digitization into daily routines of this population group. 

 

As described in the literature review section of this thesis, the two major 

rationales for digitization at the cultural institutions that have been identified 

and recognized in the previous research, are access and preservation (e.g. 

Chowdhury & Chowdhury, 2003; Smith, 2001; Xie & Matusiak, 2016). In this 

perspective, the results obtained from the answers about the main purpose of 

the digitization at the respondent libraries of the present research can be 

considered as somewhat out of the ordinary. Increasing access to the collection 

documents as a purpose for digitization is indicated by half of the respondent 

libraries, while preservation is named by one respondent only. The outcome of 

the present investigation therefore runs contrary to the recognized ideas about 

the underlying reasons for digitizing analogue material at the cultural 

institutions. This outcome can presumably be explained by a somewhat 

controversial nature of the idea of digitization as a means for preservation. 

Whereas some scholars accentuate an important role of digitization as an actual 

option for preservation of the analogue documents in electronic form (e.g. 

Gertz, 2011; Seadle, 2004; Smith, 2015), others argue that a making a digital 

copy of an item equals only making a record of it, and not performing any 

preservation work (e.g. Xie & Matusiak, 2016). On the whole, "Digital 

technology has not yet been accepted by the preservation community as a 

stable, long-lived format" (De Stefano, 2000, p. 22), and the respondent 

libraries of this research thus demonstrate a rather skeptical attitude towards 

digitization as a form of preservation of the documents. The same kind of 

distrustful attitude to preservation issues of digitization among some of the 

humanities special libraries has also been documented by e.g. Letalick Rinaldi 

(2012) in her investigation of five Swedish diocesan libraries. 

 

Regarding the main purpose of the digitization at the respondent libraries, it is 

also worth noting two additional comments provided by the respondents. Both 

of them refer to digitization on demand which is actually a type of digitization 

activity rather than the purpose of it. This result corroborates Letalick Rinaldi's 

(2012) account that the idea of the selection for digitization being basically the 

same as its goals and aims, appears to be widespread and popular among the 

humanities special libraries. Such cases of wider overlaps in interpreting type, 

rationales and selection criteria for digitization are quite common at the 

libraries and other cultural institutions. As Ooghe and Moreels (2009) state, 

"Regarding selection and digitization, there is often little distinction between 

the reasons for digitization (e.g. increasing access) and the criteria for selection 

(e.g. prioritising heavily demanded materials)" (p. 3). According to Ooghe and 

Moreels (2009), this state of matters stems from general discrepancies in both 

official approaches to digitization from the cultural institutions and their parent 

organizations, and terminology used in the process. The free-text comments 

received from the respondents of the present investigation witness that the 

ambiguities about the reasons, objectives and selection criteria for digitization 

may also frequently occur at the respondent libraries.  
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5.3 Question group 'Value of the material' 

5.3.1   Intrinsic (intellectual content) value 

The results of the respondents' rating of the 4 different subgroups of this value 

type demonstrate that two criteria prove to be the most important ones to 

consider, when selecting the material for digitization at the respondent 

libraries. Those criteria are the historical value of the collection items and their 

research value (Figures 3 and 4, p. 28). High importance rate of the historical 

value type verifies the picture drawn by e.g. Ravenwood et al. (2012). The 

historical and cultural value types of the material are regularly placed at the top 

of the list of the most prevalent criteria for digitization. It appears that the 

respondent humanities special libraries as well pay particular attention to the 

historical value ascribed to diverse collection items, when making decisions 

about inclusion into and exclusion from the digitization process. Hence, the 

respondent libraries which practice digitization apparently demonstrate a high 

awareness of the importance of accurate selection of the items for digitization 

from the perspective of documenting and taking care of national heritage, 

which traditionally belongs to the fundamental tasks of the special libraries of 

the academic character (Ravenwood et al., 2012). 

 

The research value type has been rated even higher than the historical value 

type, which essentially corresponds to the original academic nature of the 

collections of humanities special libraries, as well as their primary task to 

provide access to the collection documents for the scholars and students. 

Prioritizing the documents of high research value for the digitization, the 

respondent libraries evidently seek to meet one of their major challenges of 

making the collections visible and accessible for the research community. 

Besides, the high importance rate of the research value type among the 

respondent libraries apparently resonates with Smith's statement (2001) that the 

research value of the material as a selection criterion remains one of the 

fundamental parts for both traditional and digitized collection building at the 

libraries. Also, the type of social value of the material appears to bear 

considerable significance for the respondent libraries, when selecting the 

documents for digitization. Presumably, most of the respondents have 

interpreted this value type as being related closely to the historical value of the 

material, hence giving it the high rating of 'very important' or 'important'. 

 

Directly contrasting to the first three value types in the group of intrinsic or 

intellectual value, the type of spiritual value of the material appears to be not 

only insignificant, but mere irrelevant as a selection criterion for digitization 

for almost half of the respondents (Figure 6, p. 29). Others seem to be of rather 

diverse opinions on the importance of this value type. The obvious contrasting 

conceptions in rating of the importance of this value type for digitization 

among the respondent libraries could possibly be explained by firmly secular 

nature of these libraries in terms of their organization, place and role in the 

social community, as well as their primary mission which is to serve scientific 

research, and their main user groups which are scholars and students. Due to 

this fact, the perceptions of the document value in spiritual context is obviously 

feeble among the respondent libraries. Another possible reason behind this 

outcome of the study can be found in Russell & Winkworth's (2009) analysis 

of the intrinsic values of the documents. Historical, research, social and 
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spiritual value types belong to the group of high-level values of the primary 

criteria of significance (Russell & Winkworth, 2009; Smith, 2001). These 

criteria are fundamentally connected to the assessment of the intellectual 

content of the documents and the significance for e.g. long-term preservation 

or digital processing. However, contrary to the historical or research values 

which are comprehensive, wide-ranging and time-enduring in character, the 

spiritual value of collection items is circumscribed and explicitly anchored to a 

specific group or groups of people. The documents or items of potential 

spiritual value need to have "a demonstrated contemporary attachment" to 

certain communities and people (Russell & Winkworth, 2009, p. 39). Once 

these documents lose their current bond to the respective groups for one reason 

or another, they are most likely to lose the spiritual significance and acquire 

historic or artistic values instead. It is therefore feasible to suggest that the 

original spiritual value of many documents and items at the respondent 

libraries has become obsolete, and their significance for digital processing is 

now being perceived rather in the context of historical, academic or aesthetic 

importance.        

5.3.2 Use value 

Analyzing the responses received in the use value group, one can observe that 

it stands out among others due to the respondents' unanimity in the rating 

distribution. Almost all the respondents' answers (except for one) in all four 

value subgroups are accumulated in the rates 'very important', 'important' or 

'somewhat important', where the last one is the least populated with five ratings 

for all four subgroups. Hence, the use value of the material in general proves to 

hold a high level of significance as a selection criterion for digitization at the 

respondent libraries. The outcome of the answers in two subgroups, current 

user demand and anticipated user demand, which have received similar 

rating results of either 'very important' or 'important'  (Figures 7 and 8, p. 30), 

can evidently substantiate the statement of user demand being a fundamental, if 

not a major decisive factor behind the selection for digitization, underscored 

earlier by different researchers (e.g. Chowdhury & Chowdhury, 2003; De 

Stefano, 2001; Gertz, 2013). It has also been established that the concept of 

user demand as a leading factor for the selection of the material for digitization 

plays a significant role in developing and improving services of the academic 

libraries to their immediate user groups (De Stefano, 2001; Gertz, 2013). The 

high rating of the use value (both current and anticipated) of the documents, 

received from the respondent libraries reflects well this critical part of user 

demand in carrying out digital conversion of the documents at the academic 

libraries, in terms of both expansion and improvement of the activities and 

services provided for the user groups. 

      

Besides, the high rating outcome of the two value subgroups of current and 

anticipated user demand contributes strongly to the recent broad discourse on a 

probable shift of user and library roles in terms of determining value of 

material for digitization and preservation. Over the past decade, a number of 

the researchers have been questioning the conventional role of library experts 

and professionals as ultimate authorities in deciding over cultural heritage 

worth digitizing in general, and significance of specific collections and items in 

particular (Ravenwood et al., 2012). These researchers argue that the users' role 

in defining the value of the material for digital conversion should be 

acknowledged and strengthened due to a simple fact of "their use of it" (ibid., 
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p. 301), meaning that the demonstrated high use of the documents would itself 

warrant the resources necessary to invest into their digitization. De Stefano 

(2001) goes further and suggests basing the whole selection process for the 

digital conversion on user requirements. Evidently, the outcome of high rating 

of the values of current user demand and anticipated user demand, obtained 

from the libraries by the present investigation, provides strong support to the 

scholars' suppositions described above and validates the growing influence of 

the users on identifying and selecting the documents and items for digital 

conversion at the cultural institutions.                            

 

Also the value of demand for a digital surrogate for the original, is rated as 

being either very important or important as a selection criterion for digitization 

by the respondent libraries (Figure 10, p. 31). According to Ooghe & Moreels 

(2009), creating digital surrogates is primarily related to "access-driven 

selection" (p. 5) so the high importance rate of this value type can indicate the 

respondent libraries' overall profound understanding of the significance of 

digital surrogates for enhancing access to the collections for the scholars, as 

well as for the broader user audience. On the other hand, creating digital 

surrogates can also be connected directly to the user-driven selection, reflecting 

extensive user demand of specific documents or items. This justifies a 

necessity of protecting the original from wear and tear by producing a digital 

surrogate for the numerous users. In this perspective, the respondent libraries’ 

high rating of the document value in demand for a digital surrogate confirms a 

high importance of the user perspective for selecting the material for 

digitization, described just above.  

 

In its turn, a strong rating of the documents' potential significance for 

supporting high priority activities of the libraries (Figure 9, p. 30) possibly 

witnesses a growing understanding of the new scenario for the further 

development of the activities, that is brought about by digitization at the 

respondent libraries. As it is recognized in Assarsson Rizzi's (2010) report, 

many of the humanities special libraries have recently been facing strong 

changes regarding their fundamental traditional activities, their user groups and 

goals and missions as well. By giving high priority to the digital conversion of 

the documents that benefit the libraries' activities, the respondents substantiate 

a significant role of digitization for building, developing and maintaining 

steady and successfully functioning of library work in the new circumstances 

emerged and developed during the recent years (Assarsson Rizzi, 2010).                

5.3.3 Added value  

Unlike the group of use value, the results showed for added value of the 

material witness a big divergence in the responses within the four value 

subgroups. The rates of value of enhanced intellectual control and value of 

enhanced legibility of the document are quite evenly dispersed between the 

four grades from 'unimportant' to 'very important' (Figures 12 and 13, p. 32). 

Since the necessity and importance of the advanced technical manipulation of 

the documents through digitization is steered primarily by specific purposes of 

particular digitization projects, and is dependent on the resources available 

(Zhang & Gourley, 2009), the divergence of the rates within these two value 

subgroups apparently signals a big variety in the aims and goals for the 

digitization at the respondent libraries, as well as in the amount of the resources 

that can be invested into the digitization. As stated in section 5.2 of this thesis, 
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the libraries in this specific population group seem to identify many different 

purposes for carrying out their digitization projects. Whereas some of them do 

require a high level of technical manipulation of the digital images of the 

documents (e.g. '[...] to make texts machine readable'), others show little or no 

specific need in such manipulation, such as 'to increase access on request' or 

'increase access generally to hard-to-find materials'.  

 

The results above also point out the differences between the respondent 

libraries in terms of their views upon the impact of technical manipulation 

made on the original documents by means of digitization. As previous research 

has recognized, there are a lot of different conceptions about the usage of 

digital images for the scholarly purposes (e.g. Sutherland & Deegan, 2009; 

Tanselle, 1989). The core of the problem has been formulated by Sutherland 

and Deegan (2009) as follows: "Inferior imaging and its enhancement by 

various means - removing paper blemishes or shadows from the verso page, 

altering colour, page cropping, distorting size - regardless of the best 

intentions, always impose an interpretive filter [...]" (p. 133) on the original 

document, threatening the legitimacy of the source document for the academic 

studies. The question of how intensely one could or should manipulate the 

digital images without compromising the authenticity of the original source for 

being credible for the scientific research, has always been a significant issue of 

digitization at the research libraries. An intense discourse debating this subject 

has been growing during the course of time, sometimes causing criticism, 

skepticism and mistrust towards the usage of digital images for the scholarly 

purposes (e.g. Sutherland & Deegan, 2009). So, a highly diversified rating of 

the values of enhanced intellectual control and enhanced legibility of the 

document can possibly reflect different attitudes to the relationship between 

digitization and scholarship among the respondent libraries, as well as possible 

differences in depth of their connection to the academic field. 

 

Unsurprisingly, the value of the document to facilitate the exposure of it for 

the research community and other audience by means of digitization has 

been highly rated by a majority of the respondents as either 'very important' or 

'important' (Figure 11, p. 31). This type of value is directly connected to the 

key mission of the humanities special libraries, which is to provide and ensure 

access of their collections to both scholar communities and other users. 

Evidently, the tool of digitization to complete the mission and to provide the 

best possible user access to the collections, is being considered and used 

frequently at the respondent libraries. The potential value of the document of 

contributing to distributed online collections has been rated somewhat 

differently, although the majority also identifies it as either 'somewhat 

important' or 'very important' (Figure 14, p. 33). Despite some demonstrated 

divergence in the answers, there seems to be an overall concurrence among the 

respondents who tend to ascribe considerable level of significance to this value 

type. Building distributed online collections by means of digital conversion and 

online publishing of the documents scattered over different geographic 

locations, allows their systematic integration into virtual comprehensive 

collections that can be viewed and examined as a whole (Smith, 1999; 

Sutherland and Deegan, 2009; Xie & Matusiak, 2016). According to 

Sutherland and Deegan (2009), contributing to such collections not only 

enhances access to and diversifies audience of the individual libraries' material, 

but also increases user demand for the actual originals of the digitized 
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documents. Evidently, one can observe the significance of contributing to 

distributed online collections also among the respondent libraries of the present 

study, since the document value for this purpose has been rated considerably 

high. Besides, this outcome can demonstrate the respondent libraries' profound 

knowledge of their own library resources in a larger context of national and 

international library networks, as well as the perception of the potential 

benefits for the library development (e.g. enhancing profile, establishing 

valuable contacts on both national and international levels etc.), by contributing 

with their entries to distributed online collections.     

5.3.4  Contextual value   

The analysis of the rating results of the three subgroups within the contextual 

value type leads to two major plausible conclusions. To begin with, the rates of 

the two of the value subgroups are almost identical and fairly high: the rates of 

the document significance in a related time-and-place context and the rates 

of the document significance in a related human context (Figure 15, p. 33, 

and Figure 16, p. 34). Digitization of the documents possessing these value 

types often signifies creating or participation in creating so-called digital 

thematic research collections that are built around "an event, place, 

phenomenon or any other object of study" (Palmer (2004), chapter 24, p. 2). By 

applying a thematic approach to "aggregating digital research materials, they 

[scholars and libraries] are producing circumscribed collections, customized 

for intensive study and analysis in specific research area" (ibid., p.1). By means 

of establishing and participating in specialized interdisciplinary collections of 

digital material, the libraries involved not only sustain scholarship (which is 

their primary goal) but also contribute to it by providing the material adequate 

for the development of versatile integrative research (Palmer, 2004). The 

respondent libraries ascribe high significance to both contextual value types, 

concentrating an overwhelming majority of the answers among 'important', 

'very important' or 'somewhat important' rates. This outcome points toward the 

respondent libraries' positive view on building and taking part in thematic 

research collections and contextual digitization in general, which is a 

significant result in the perspective of support and development of humanities 

scholarship. Since the thematic approach to establish and develop digital 

collections is particularly important for humanities research (ibid.), the 

significance of contextual digitization becomes essential in terms of humanities 

special libraries. Creating or contributing to digital thematic research 

collections, the respondent libraries therefore play an essential role for 

sustaining the scholarship with increased access to the documents and 

document collections significant for humanities scholarship. Besides, the 

contextual digitization becomes an important factor for the further 

development of the activities of these libraries, as well as for their cooperation 

with other academic and memory institutions.      

 

Further, the rating of the document significance for the library's local 

community demonstrates substantial importance of this value type for the 

respondent libraries (Figure 17, p. 34) whose majority places their rates on the 

'important' part of the scale. This result basically acknowledges a high value of 

the material of local character for the digitization at the humanities special 

libraries, recognized by both Assarsson Rizzi (2010) and Letalick Rinaldi 

(2012), and partly forecasted by Lynch (1998). A strong user demand for the 

material of the local significance in digital form is documented by both 
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Letalick Rinaldi (2012) and Fryklund (2014). Also, selecting the documents of 

unique local character for the digitization proves to help making the library 

visible in both national and international environments, to enhance the library 

profile and to benefit the further development of the libraries (Letalick Rinaldi, 

2012). The high rating of the value of the documents for the local community, 

received by the respondent libraries of the present study, corroborates Letalick 

Rinaldi's (2012) statement.   

5.3.5 Other types of value of the material 

Similar to the documents of distinctive value for the local community, 

digitizing and publishing the documents holding special value of attractive 

aesthetics and visual appeal is traditionally considered to bring advantages to 

the library profile, image and further progress of the activities of the library 

(e.g. Letalick Rinaldi, 2012). In this perspective, the results of the present                                                              

investigation can be interpreted as somewhat going against this established 

concept, since they have shown a certain degree of distribution of the responses 

on the grading scale with no excessive dominance of any rate (Figure 18, p. 

35). Evidently, the respondent libraries set their digitization priorities 

differently, running the selection process with the focus on other value types 

that serve mainly educational or practical purposes. It is also possible that the 

libraries of the respondent group have not necessarily experienced or do not 

experience the enhancing effect of digital publishing of the documents for their 

"good looks" on the library activities, comparing to the impact of pedagogical 

digitization for primarily scholars and students. One might say that these 

results obtained by the study and described above, actualize once again a 

debate around "the presumed equivalence of the two sets of values (cultural 

and technological)" (Sutherland & Deegan, 2009, p. 128) of the digitized 

manuscripts and printed documents. The central rhetoric of this discourse 

comes down to the following questions: "Does high cultural esteem necessarily 

equate to high specification gadgetry; or, conversely, do visually appealing 

manuscripts alone justify the massive costs of digitization? What of the many 

unique and precious manuscripts without obvious artefactual glamour?" (ibid.) 

Apparently, there cannot be unambiguous answers to these questions, and the 

value of attractive aesthetics and visual appeal of the document does not 

necessarily give it a selection priority for digitization, according to the 

respondent libraries of the present study.     

 

In contrast to the previous value type, the representative value of the 

document as a part of a larger collections (so-called 'signature' documents) has 

been rated as important or very important by an overwhelming majority of the 

respondent libraries (Figure 19, p. 35). The documents of this kind of 

significance have also proved to possess the power of attracting users from 

both national and international research communities and other audience 

groups, so the rating results received on the representative value of the 

document basically verify the conception established in the previous research 

on this issue. For example, they support Letalick Rinaldi's (2012) statement 

that the humanities special libraries in her investigation witness a rather high 

and stable demand for the 'signature' documents from their collections which, 

quite naturally gives them priorities in the selection for digitization. 

 

The tendency to prioritize 'signature' documents or collections in selection for 

digitization at the academic libraries and other similar institutions has also been 
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acknowledged and described by e.g. De Stefano (2001). She argues, however, 

that this tendency hardly ever results in producing "a digital collection deep 

enough to satisfy the broader research needs of the local constituency" (p. 60). 

Still, this does not necessarily have to be a case for the humanities special 

libraries in the present investigation. According to the results described before, 

both intrinsic (historical and research) and use (current and anticipated) values 

of the document for the digitization have been rated higher than the 

representative one by the respondents. So, to provide better access to the 

research collections for the scholars and students, as for other user groups by 

means of digitization is evidently more important for the informant libraries 

than digitizing 'signature' documents for display on e.g. library's home page. 

This can indicate that priorities for digitization at these libraries are targeted at 

satisfying user needs, rather than creating low-use "front pages" for the 

institution.  

 

It is probably not surprising then that the rating results of the document value 

to potentially attract development opportunities for the library and the 

parent institution have also been rated highly by the respondents; they are 

almost identical to the rates of the representative value of the material. (Figure 

20, p. 36). The respondent libraries seem to be well aware of the massive 

potential of the digitization for creating opportunities for the libraries' further 

development, in terms of both organization and collections. Also, the high rates 

of the value to potentially attract development opportunities for both the library 

itself and the parent institution can possibly indicate some advancement made 

in terms of establishing and developing well-functioning cooperation between 

the humanities special libraries and other libraries and memory institutions, as 

well as between the humanities special libraries themselves within their group. 

The shortage of such ties and the libraries' needs of them has been notified by 

e.g. Assarsson Rizzi (2010) and Fryklund (2014).     

 

The potential value of the document for digitization due to its poor visibility 

in other digitized collections is the one that creates most disagreement in the 

respondent libraries' rating (Figure 21, p. 36). This variance apparently 

demonstrates big divergence between the libraries of the respondent group in 

terms of their present condition of digitization. Whereas some of the 

respondent libraries have already managed to accumulate substantial amount of 

digitized material and can therefore put emphasis to those documents that were 

somehow neglected before, other libraries have had little experience of 

digitization or they are at the very beginning of their digitization projects. For 

them the poor visibility of the documents in other digitized collections 

becomes something of a non-existing concern then.      

           

The potential economic value of the digitized material does not appear to be of 

any particular importance for the selection for digitization at the respondent 

libraries (Figure 22, p. 37). The virtual insignificance of the criterion of 

commercial use can presumably be connected to the fundamental non-

commercial nature of the humanities special libraries as institutions, which 

consequently leads to a lack or absence of commercial ties and practices in this 

field. The low rates of the economic value as a selection criterion for 

digitization also exemplify clearly a deep divide between the critical 

digitization practiced by the respondent libraries, and mass digitization carried 

out by business and commerce actors (e.g. Dahlström, 2011). Mass large-scale 
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digitization creates digital "consumer goods", when the production expenses 

are often minimized at quality costs, and the products of mass digitization are 

often objects of financial ventures and deals. The critical digitization, on the 

contrary, presupposes meticulous selection of the material by careful 

professional examination, expert analysis and evaluation. The critical 

digitization, therefore produces digital "piece goods", that are created with 

different purposes than mass digitization items, and are rarely, if only, objects 

of commerce. Clearly, the respondent libraries carry out critical digitization of 

their collection material, and it can be almost anticipated that they do not 

perceive their digitization activities as a source to gain financial profit.    

5.3.6 Additional comments 

The additional comments in free text received at the end of the questionnaire 

are sparse. Nonetheless, some of them illustrate well a significant diversity 

between the respondent libraries in terms of the digitization process. Whereas 

one of the respondents expresses a wish and hope to be able to digitize more in 

the future due to specific demand from the researchers, another one states that 

there hasn't been any demand for digitization experienced at the respondent's 

library. The divergence between the respondent libraries is noteworthy, 

regarding degrees of interest, concern and actual participation in the 

digitization of the collection material. Another important comment is a short 

account on the status of digitization at one of the respondent libraries. The 

source library behind this information is a large one and can be considered as 

wealthy in resources, both human and monetary ones. Digitization at this 

library has become part of the routine activities; the library also runs diverse 

digitization projects more or less on the regular basis. Yet, the percentage rates 

of the material digitized by the library is remarkably low, varying from 34% as 

the highest to 3% as the lowest percentage rate of digitized material of different 

character, where the lowest rate is indicated specifically for the printed book 

collections. This brief account on digitization status at a large, resourcefully 

strong library partly confirms both Assarsson Rizzi's (2010) and Fryklund's 

(2014) overall conclusions about the digitization at the humanities special 

libraries being troublesome, complicated, and very slow. 
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6 Conclusion 

The present research has been conducted with the main purpose of examining 

the role of different types of value of the material in selecting the items and 

collections for digitization at the Swedish humanities special libraries. One of 

the goals of the study was to find out, which types of value play most and least 

influential parts in selecting the material for digitization at these libraries. 

Therefore, it has also been expected that the findings of the research could 

benefit an overall depiction of significance of different value types for 

digitization, and identification of general tendencies in attributing values to the 

analogue material for digitization at the humanities libraries in Sweden.     

In connection to the research purpose and aims, described above, two research 

questions were formulated:     

 

1) Which aspects of value of the material are most important for the Swedish 

humanities special libraries in their decisions for selecting documents for 

digitization?  

2) Is there any agreement about the concept of value of the material for 

digitization among these special libraries?         

 

The results and the analysis of the empirical material received during the 

investigation bring about the following answers to the research questions:   

 

1) Selection of the analogue material to be digitized by the respondent libraries 

is steered first and foremost by high-level values of the primary criteria of 

significance, e.g. historic, scientific or research potential (Smith, 2001; Russell 

& Winkworth, 2009). These value types are the most important ones for the 

Swedish humanities special libraries in terms of selection priorities for 

digitization. Alongside the high-level intrinsic values, different types of use 

value of the documents make an almost similarly strong impact on the selection 

decisions for digitization, particularly current and anticipated user demand and 

the demand for a surrogate copy of the original. Also, an added value type of 

facilitation of exposure of the document to the research community plays one 

of the most important roles in the selection of the documents for digitization.  

 

The values of complementary, or auxiliary criteria of significance, such as 

representativeness or rarity of the document, its condition or completeness and 

interpretive capacity (Russell & Winkworth, 2009), are of less importance as 

selection criteria for digitization at the respondent libraries. For example, the 

value types like potentiality to contribute to the development of the library as 

an institution through digitization, or the contextual values of the material are 

generally highly rated by the respondent libraries. Nonetheless, the importance 

of these value types in the selection process is lesser than the one of the high-

level values of the primary criteria of significance. The least important of all 

value types for selecting documents for digitization is the potential economic 

value of the material.  
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2) The analysis of the study demonstrates that the respondent libraries differ a 

lot in their views upon the significance of several value types for the selection 

of documents for digitization. Among the high-level values of primary 

significance criteria, the two value groups create profound disagreement among 

the respondent libraries about their importance as selection criteria for 

digitization: the artistic or aesthetic value and spiritual value of the documents. 

The type of added value of the material appears to be the most confusing one 

for the informant libraries, since three of five subgroups within this value type 

create obvious discrepancies in the perception of their importance for the 

selection process among the respondents: enhanced intellectual control, 

enhanced legibility through technical manipulation and contribution to 

distributed online collections. Also, the importance of considering poor 

visibility of the document in other digitized collections is being perceived and 

evaluated very differently by the respondent libraries. Therefore, it appears to 

be problematic to generalize about the importance of these value types on 

selecting documents for digitization among the informants. A conclusion can 

be drawn then, that there isn't any general agreement about the concept of value 

of the material for digitization among the respondent libraries. Even though 

most of the value types do not cause any specific uncertainty among the 

libraries in perceiving and assessing their significance for digitization, a 

number of other value types generate many discrepancies and confusion among 

the informant library group.  

 

In connection to the results of the research and its analysis, some other 

important observations and conclusions have been made regarding the 

respondent group of libraries and their digitization practices. The libraries 

represent a motley group comprising institutions with very different collection 

sizes and nature. Despite the recent process of diversification of these libraries' 

user groups, the main ones consistently remain homogenous: scholars, 

students, staff. These groups build the user basis of the libraries. Lately 

however, these libraries have been acquiring new, wider user groups, which 

creates new situation for the libraries' activities, hence new challenges for the 

further development, including digitization of the analogue material. The 

libraries express an overall profound knowledge and perception of the 

development opportunities and positive impact on the library activities, brought 

to them by the digitization. Nevertheless, concerning the degree of 

engagement, investments and actual participation in the digitization of the 

collection material, there is a gap between different respondent libraries. At 

present, slightly more than half of the respondent libraries actually digitize 

some of their collection documents; this approximate quantity has been 

consistent during the past decade. Evidently, many of these libraries are still 

forced to struggle with the obstacles of diverse character that prevent them 

from carrying out digitization in pace with their own needs, as well as growing 

needs of the growing user community. 

 

As described in the introductory section of this thesis, the main factors that 

impact the selection for digitization at the cultural institutions are: selection to 

enhance access, selection based on content, and selection for preservation (De 

Stefano, 2000). Among the respondent libraries that digitize their material, 

selection steered by increasing access to the collection material and selection 

based on content can be considered as prevailing. The libraries are somewhat 

skeptical towards the idea of preservation as a rationale behind the digitization. 
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Occasional and non-systematic digitization still dominates the digitization 

process, even though some minor changes towards more planned and 

consistent digitization projects have been noted. Regarding the actual process 

of digitization, the respondent libraries frequently demonstrate some confusion 

around the conceptions of digitization types, purpose and selection criteria for 

digitization.    

 

The research has used a mixed methods approach for gathering, processing and 

analyzing empirical material for the investigation. The study of the respondent 

library group has been carried out by means of an extensive self-completion 

questionnaire. Whereas quantitative methods have been used to create a tool of 

scale measurement of the impact of different value types on selecting material 

for digitization, qualitative methods have been applied during the 

operationalization process for developing the nine different value types of the 

substantial part of the questionnaire. The qualitative methods were also to be 

applied for reporting on and analyzing the empirical material obtained through 

free-text commentaries and other respondent texts received from the 

questionnaires. 

 

While conducting the research, the methodological approaches chosen for 

collecting and analyzing the empirical material proved to be an asset for some 

aspects of the study and a liability for other ones. Thus, the nine value types 

deduced from previous research, all in all proved to be a well-functioning 

division system for gathering the information essential for the purpose and 

aims of the study. The nine-value structure allowed an overall efficient analysis 

of the study results against the material available in the research literature. 

Among the respondents some complications could have probably emerged with 

understanding and interpreting the subgroup 'social value' due to the closeness 

of its formulation to the historical value type. Also, one can argue that the 

value to potentially attract development opportunities for the parent institution 

ultimately implies high rating response due to the definition itself. However, 

the nine groups of value types operationalized and formulated on the basis of 

previous studies, have been effectively applied to receive extensive and varied 

empirical material sufficient for the quantitative analysis as a part of 

investigation. Similar to the nine-value type structure, the scalar measurement 

tool constructed for analyzing the data obtained from the survey, proved to 

function well for its purpose of processing the numerical data for further 

examination, comparison and analysis. 

 

Conversely, the methodological approach of the study proved to fall short in 

terms of handling low response rate and sparseness of the commentaries and 

other free texts gathered during the investigation. In the situation of the 

deficiency of factual text information the methods applied in the research have 

not been the most effective ones to process and analyze non-numerical data 

necessary for identifying more wide-ranging tendencies in attributing values to 

the analogue material for digitization at the respondent libraries, or for creating 

a bigger picture of significance of different value types for digitization. It is 

therefore important to indicate here the shortcomings of the present research in 

terms of transferability. In this respect, the study could have benefited from 

complementing the methodology for collecting and processing data with other 

qualitative research techniques, such as in-depth interviews with the 

respondents.                 
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To summarize and conclude, the present study has contributed to several 

aspects of the research on both digitization at the minor cultural institution in 

Sweden, and selection criteria as a specific part of digitization of analogue 

material. The study has focused specifically on a library group which has been 

receiving rather moderate attention from the scholars of the field, and it has 

succeeded to shed some light on the digitization process at these libraries in 

general terms, in particular one of the most important aspects of the 

digitization, i.e. selection criteria of the analogue documents. By emphasizing 

the value of the material for digitization as a core study subject, the study has 

also managed to bring about important information concerning the decision-

making on defining and ascribing value to the documents as a criterion for 

digitization at the Swedish humanities special libraries. The results of the study 

therefore provide valuable information on the availability of and access to the 

research material of these libraries’ collections for research in humanities and 

classical scholarship. In addition, the present study has contributed to the 

general research on the concept of value as a selection criterion for digitization 

at the memory institutions. Having examined and analyzed scholarly literature 

on the subject, the study has resulted in a structured and systemized framework 

of different value types, which can also be applied when investigating the value 

notion as a selection criterion for digitization at the minor memory institutions 

similar to the Swedish humanities special libraries. However, further research 

is needed to arrive at a better understanding of the selection process for 

digitization in general, and the value of the analogue material as a selection 

criterion in particular.  

 

Several suggestions for further research can be provided. One of them is an 

investigation into the perception of value of the material for digitization at the 

humanities special libraries and other minor cultural institutions. By letting the 

expert staff crystallize and formulate the value types through e.g. in-depth 

structured or unstructured interviews, one could compare the results with the 

nine-value type construction of the present study, and draw stronger 

conclusions about the general significance of different value types for 

digitization, as well as tendencies in attributing values to the analogue material 

at the minor libraries and cultural institutions. Another suggestion could be a 

study of the actual process of ascribing different values to the documents for 

digitization. This type of study could be carried out by means of in-depth 

investigation of the process of selection of the material for a specific 

digitization project (or several projects) at one or several minor libraries and/or 

cultural institutions, using observations or interviews, or a combination of 

them. During the research, one could witness, follow and document the actual 

process of selecting and discriminating different analogue documents for the 

digitization. This would allow gathering and analyzing valuable practical 

information on the selection process and to draw conclusions about the motives 

and reasons behind attributing different values to the material for digital 

conversion.               
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Attachments 

Attachment 1. List of the libraries invited to participate in the study 
 
Partnership libraries 

1. The Art Library, Nationalmuseum and Moderna museet 
2. Library of the Nordic Museum 
3. Library of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts 
4. Library of the Royal Swedish Academy of Agriculture and Forestry   
5. Library of the Royal Swedish Academy of Science, Centre for History of 

Science  
6. Library of the Swedish Air Force Museum 
7. Library of Swedish Army museum 
8. Library of the Swedish Film Institute  
9. Library of the Swedish Institute for Children's Books  
10. Libraries of the Swedish National Archives: 

• Library in Gothenburg  

• Library in Härnosand 

• Marieberg-Arninge Library 

• Library in Vadstena  

• Library in Visby 

• Library in Östersund 

• Library of the Military Archive 
11. Library of Swedish National center for architecture and design 
12. Library of the Swedish National Heritage Board  
13. Libraries of Swedish National Maritime Museums:  

• Maritime Museum 

• Naval Museum 
14. Library of the National Museum of Science and Technology 
15. Libraries of the National Museums of World Culture: 

• Library of the Museum of Ethnography 

• Library of the Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities 
16. Music and Theatre Library of Sweden 
17. SIPRI library 
18. Swedish Labour Movement's Archives and Library 
19. The Riksdag Library 

 
Diocesan libraries 

1. Kalmar 
2. Linköping 
3. Skara 
4. Västerås 
5. Växjö 

 

Other libraries 

1. Bibliotheca Birgittina, Sancta Birgitta convent museum  
2. Library of August Strindberg museum 
3. Library of the House of Emigrants, Småland Cultural Park 
4. Library of the Museum of Dance and Movement 
5. Library of the Royal Dramatic Theatre 
6. Skokloster castle library, the Swedish History Museum 
7. The Stockholm City Archive library 
8. Uppsala library, Institute for Language and Folklore  
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Attachment 2.  Welcome letter, instruction text and questionnaire. 
 
Welcome letter 

  
Dear Sir/Madame, 
 
My name is Tatiana Liljeström and I'm a Master student at the University of Borås, the 
Swedish School of Library and Information Science. At present I'm conducting a 
research project which examines the selection priorities of choosing the collection 
material for digitization at the Swedish humanities special libraries. I'll be most grateful 
if you and your colleagues could help me in gathering empirical data for my study by 
completing a questionnaire regarding the concept of value of the material as a 
selection criterion for digitization. Most of the questions are closed-ended, and it takes 
approximately 10 - 15 minutes to complete the survey. If your library does not have 
any previous digitization experience, you will have only 5 questions to answer and it 
will take approximately 3 minutes of your time.  
 
The questionnaire is open until May the XX at https://sunet.artologik.net/hb/Survey/XXX 

 
The results will be analyzed and presented in a master thesis in library and 
information science, and they may also be published electronically by the University of 
Borås. This research project follows the guidelines for research ethics as established 
by the Swedish research council (2017). The questionnaire is confidential, and the 
data collected through the survey will not be used for any other purposes than stated 
above. 
 
Should you have any questions, please contact me by e-mail or by phone 07X-XXX 
XX XX. 
 
With many thanks and kind regards, 
Tatiana Liljeström 
Master student 
University of Borås, the Swedish School of Library and Information Science.  

 

Instruction text 

Dear survey participant, 
 
Thank you for taking your time to complete the questionnaire.  
You will be offered 16 questions to answer. The questions are of different character 
and they are divided into 3 groups: questions 1 - 4 regard the general information 
about your library, questions 5 - 7 regard the general information about digitization at 
your library, and questions 8 - 16 concern the value of the collection material as a 
selection criterion for digitization. If your library does not have any previous digitization 
experience, please answer the questions 1 - 5. You will then be taken to the last page 
of the questionnaire where you can submit your answers. 
    
Otherwise, it is important that you answer all the questions of the survey. Filling the 
free-text fields for comments is optional, and you are welcome to provide any 
additional information by commenting your answers in these fields.  
 
It takes approximately 10 - 15 minutes to complete the questionnaire.  
Thank you for your participation! 
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Questionnaire 

I. The library 

1. Indicate your library and the parent institution of your library  

2. Indicate your position at the library (e.g., a librarian, an archivist etc.) 

(free text field) 

3. Indicate the approximate size of your library collection(s) in volumes 

 2.a. under 10000 □ 

 2.b. 10000 - 50000 □ 

 2.c. 50000 - 100000 □ 

 2.d. 100000 - 200000 □ 

 2.e. 200000 - 400000 □ 

 2.f. over 400000 □ 

(free text field) 

4. Indicate the main user group(s) of your library 

(free text field) 

II. Digitization at the library 

5. Has your library digitized any printed documents or items of the library 
collection(s)? 

 Yes □  (further to the next question) No □ (end of  
    questionnaire)   

6. Indicate the type of the digitization activities at the library 

 6.a. Digitization as a part of regular activities of the library  □  

 6.b. Digitization project(s):   
 regular □     
 occasional □    
 independent □    
 in cooperation with other institution(s) □ 

 6.c. Digitization by commercial orders from different actors □ 

 6.d. Nonsystematic digitization of separate document(s) □ 

 6.e. Other (please, specify) □  

7. Describe briefly the main purpose for digitization at your library (e.g. to 
increase access to certain material, to create digital surrogates for the fragile or 
damaged items etc.) 

(free text field)  
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III. Value of the material selected for digitization 

The following questions are designed to examine the role of different types of value, or 
significance of the documents in the selection process for digitization. Please, answer 
the questions by rating the value types on a five-grade scale ranging from "Very 
important" to "Irrelevant".       

Very 
important 

Important Somewhat 
important 

Unimportant Irrelevant  

 

8. Intrinsic (intellectual content) value 

 8a. Historical value (i.e. documents of particular significance for 
 reflecting the historic processes, patterns and conditions of life at 
 the time of document creation) 

 8b. Research value (i.e. documents of particular significance for 
 the current and anticipated scholarly research and academic 
 studies)   

 8c. Social value (i.e. documents of particular significance for the  
 comprehension of societal relations, patterns and identities at the 
 time of document creation)      

 8d. Spiritual value (i.e. documents of particular significance for 
 members of religious confessions or adherents of other spiritual 
 views and traditions)   

9. Aesthetics and visual appeal of the document(s)   

10. Use value 

 10.a. Current user demand   

 10.b. Anticipated user demand   

 10.c. Significance for supporting high priority activities of the 
 institution  

 10.d. Demand for a digital surrogate of the original (e.g. to  protect 
 originals in a fragile state from wear and tear)  

11. Added value  

 11.a. Facilitation of the exposure for the research community and 
 other audiences (e.g. enhancing contact with the documents kept 
 under restricted access conditions)   

 11.b. Enhanced intellectual control (e.g. creating bibliographic 
 data and metadata for the documents)    

 11.c  Enhanced legibility through technical manipulation (e.g. by 
 OCR applications) 

 11.d. Contribution to a distributed online collection (i.e. providing a 
 digital surrogate of collection documents dispersed 
 geographically in different institutions)     

12. Contextual value 

 12.a. Significance in a related place-and-time context (i.e. the 
 document value acquired due to a specific connection to particular 
 event(s))   
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 12.b. Significance in a related human context (i.e. the document 
 value acquired due to a specific connection to particular individual(s))   

 12.c. Significance of the document for the library's local community      

13. Representative value of the document(s) as a part of larger collection(s) in 
the library's possession (e.g. 'signature' documents)  

14. Value to potentially attract development opportunities for the parent 
institution  

15. Poor visibility of the document(s) in other digitized collections in the 
library's possession   

16. Economic value (e.g. commercial orders from other institutions)  

Additional comments 

Here you can provide any other information that could be relevant, important and 
beneficial to the survey.  

(free text field) 

Thank you for your participation! 


